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BACKGROUNO OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates generally to manipulating 

data in a computer network, and specifically to retrieving, 

presenting and manipulating embedded program objects in 
20 distributed hypermedia systems. 

Computer networks are becoming increasingly popular 
as a medium for locating and accessing a wide range of data 

from locations allover the world. The most popular global 
network is the Internet with millions of computer systems 

25 connected to it. The Internet has become popular due to 
widely adopted standard protocols that allow a vast 
interconnection of computers and localized computer networks 

, to communicate with each other. Computer systems connected to 
I 

a network such as the Internet may be of varying types, e.g., 

30 mainframes, workstations, personal computers, etc. The 

computers are manufactured by different companies using 

proprietary hardware and operating systems and thus have 
incompatibilities in their instruction sets, busses, software, 

file formats and other aspects of their architecture and 

35 operating systems. Localized computer networks connected to 

the Internet may be incompatible with other computer systems 
and localized networks in terms of the physical layer of 

communication including the specific hardware used to 
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implement the network. Also, different networks use 
differing, incompatible protocols for transferring information 
and are not able to communicate with each other without a 
translation mechanism such as a "gateway". 

5 The Internet provides a uniform and open standard 
for allowing various computers and networks to communicate 
with each other. For example, the Internet uses Transfer 
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol ("TCP/IP") that defines a 
uniform packet-switched communication standard which is 

10 ultimately used in every transfer of information that takes 
place over the Internet. 

other Internet standards are the HyperText 
Transmission Protocol ("HTTplI) that allows hypertext documents 
to be exchanged freely among any computers connected to the 

15 Internet and HyperText Markup Language ("HTML") that defines 
the way in which hypertext documents designate links to 
information. See, e.g., Berners-Lee, T. J., liThe world-wide 

web," Computer Networks and ISDN Systems 25 (1992). 
A hypertext document is a docume~t that allows a 

20 user to view a text document displayed on a display device 
connected to the user's computer and to access, retrieve and 
view other data objects that are linked to hypertext words or 
phrases in the hypertext document. In a hypertext document, 

the user may "click on," or select, certain words or phrases 
25 in the text that specify a link to other documents, or data 

objects. In this way, the user is able to navigate easily 
among data objects. The data objects may be local to the 
user's computer system or remotely located over a network. An 

early hypertext system is Hypercard, by Apple Computer, Inc. 

30 Hypercard is a standalone system where the data objects are 
local to the user's system. 

When a user selects a phrase in a hypertext document 
that has an associated link to another document, the linked 

document is retrieved and displayed on the user's display 
35 screen. This allows the user to obtain more information in an 

efficient and easy manner. This provides the user with a 
simple, intuitive and powerful way to "branch off" from a main 

document to learn more about topics of interest. 
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Objects may be text, images, sound files, video 
data, documents or other types of information that is 
presentable to a user of a computer system. When a document 
is primarily text and includes links to other data objects 

5 according to the hypertext format, the document is said to be 

a hypertext document. When graphics, sound, video or other 
media capable of being manipulated and presented in a computer 

system is used as the object linked to, the document is said 
to be a hypermedia document. A hypermedia document is similar 

10 to a hypertext document, except that the user is able to click 
on images, sound icons, video icons, etc., that link to other 
objects of various media types, such as additional graphics, 

sound, video, text, or hypermedia or hypertext documents. 
Fig. 1 shows examples of hypertext and hypermedia 

15 documents and links associating data objects in the documents 

to other data objects. Hypermedia document 10 includes 
hypertext 20, an image icon at 22, a s.ound icon at 24 and more 

hypertext 26. Fig. 1 shows hypermedia document 10 

substantially as it would appear on a user',s display screen. 

20 The user is able to select, or "click" on icons and text on a 

display screen by using an input device, such as a mouse, in a 

manner well-known in the art. 
When the user clicks on the phrase "hypermedia," 

software running on the user's computer obtains the link 

25 associated with the phrase, symbolically shown by arrow 30, to 

access hypermedia document 14. Hypermedia document 14 is 
retrieved and displayed on the user's display screen. Thus, 
the user is presented with more information on the phrase 

"hypermedia." The mechanism for specifying and locating a 

30 linked object such as hypermedia document 14 is an HTML 

"element" that includes an object address in the format of a 
uniform Resource 'Locator (URL). 

Similarly, additional hypertext 26 can be selected 
by the user to access hYpertext document 12 via link 32 as 

35 shown in Fig. 1. If the user selects additional hypertext 26, 

then the text for hypertext document 12 is displayed on the 

user screen. Note that hypertext document 12, itself, has 
hypertext at 28. ThUS, the user can click on the phrase 

\" '\ ...... 

\ 
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"hypermedia" while viewing document 12 to access hypermedia 
document 14 in a manner similar to that discussed above. 

Documents, and other data objects, can be referenced 

by many links from many different source documents. Fig. 1 
5 shows document 14 serving asa target link for both documents 

10 and 12. A distributed hypertext or hypermedia document 

typically has many links within it that specify many different 

data objects located in computers at different geographical 

locations connected by a network. Hypermedia document 10 
10 includes image icon 22 with a link to image 16. One method of 

viewing images is to include an icon, or other indicator, 

within the text. 

Typically, the indicator is a very small image and 

may be a scaled down version of the full image. The indicator 
15 may be shown embedded within the text when the text is 

displayed on the display screen. The user may select the 
indicator to obtain! the full image. When the user clicks on 
image icon 22 browser software executing on the user's 

computer system retrieves the dorresponding :full image, e.g., 

20 a bit map, and displays it by using external software called a 

"viewer." This results in the full image, represented by 

image 16, being displayed on the screen. 
An example of a browser program is the National 

Center for Supercomputing Application's (NCSA) Mosaic software 
25 developed by the University of Illinois at Urbana/Champaign, 

Illinois. Another·example is "Cello" available on the 
Internet at http://www.law.comell.edu/. Many viewers exist 
that handle various file formats such as ".TIF," ".GIF," 
formats. When a browser program invokes a viewer program, the 

30 viewer is launched as a separate process. The view displays 

the full image in a separate "window" (in a windowing 
environment) or on a separate screen. This means that the 
browser program is no longer active while the viewer is 

active. By using ~hdicators to act as place holders for full 
35 images that are retrieved and displayed only when a user 

selects the indicator, data traffic over the network is 

reduced. Also, si~ce the retrieval and display of large 
images may require several seconds or more of transfer time 
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the user does not have to wait to have imaqes transferred that 
are of no interest to the user. 

Returning1to Fig. 1, another type of data object is 
a sound object shown as sound icon 24 within the hypermedia 

5 document. When the user selects sound icon 24, the user's 
computer accesses sound data shown symbolically by data file 
40. The accessed sound data plays through a speaker or other 
audio device. 

As discussed above, hypermedia documents allow a 
10 user to access different data objects. The objects may be 

text, images, sound files, video, additional documents, etc. 
As used in this specification, a data object is information 
capable of being retrieved and presented to a user of a 
computer system. Some data objects include executable code 

15 combined with data. [ An example of such a combination is a 
"self-extracting" data object that includes code to "unpack" 
or decompress data that has been compressed to make it smaller 
before transferring. When a browser retrieves an object such 
as a self-extracting data object the browser may allow the 

20 user to "launch" the self-extracting data object to 
automatically execute the unpacking instructions to expand the 
data object to its original size. Such a combination of 
executable code and data is limited in that the user can do no 
more than invoke the code to perform a singular function such 

25 as performing the self-extraction after which time the object 
is a standard data object. 

Other existing approaches to embedding interactive 
program objects in documents include the Object Linking and 
Embedding (OLE) facility in Microsoft Windows, by Microsoft 

30 Corp., and OpenDoc, by Apple Computer, Inc. At least one 
shortcoming of these approaches is that neither is capable of 
allowing a user to access embedded interactive program objects 
in distributed hypermedia documents over networks. 

Fig. 2 is an example of a computer network. In Fig. 
35 2, computer systems are connected to, Internet 100, al though in 

practice Internet 100 may be replaced by any suitable computer 
network. In Fig. 2, a user 102 operates a small computer 104, 

such as a personal computer or a work station. The user's 

( , 
\ i 

\, 
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computer is equipp~d with various components, such as user 
input devices (mouse, trackball, keyboard, etc.), a display 
device (monitor, liquid crystal display (LCD), etc.), local 
storage (hard dis~ drive, etc.), and other components. 

5 Typically, small co~puter 104 is connected to a larger 

computer, such as server A at 106. The larger computer may 

have additional users and computer systems connected to it, 
such as computer 108 operated by user 110. Any group of 

computers may form a localized network. A localized network 
10 does not necessarily adopt the uniform protocols of , the larger 

interconnecting network (i.e., Internet 100) and is more 
geographically constrained than the larger network. The 
localized network may connect to the larger network through a 

"gateway" or "node" implemented on, for example, a server. 
15 Internet 100 connects other localized networks, such 

as server B at 120, which interconnects users 122, 124 and 126 

and their respective computer systems to Internet 100. 

Internet 100 is made up of many interconnected computer 
systems and communication links. communication links may be 

20 by hardwire, fiber optic cable, satellite or other radio wave 
propagation, etc. Data may ~ove from server A to server B 
through any number of intermediate servers and communication 
links or other computers and data processing equipment not 

shown in Fig. 2 but, symbolically represented by Internet 100. 

25 A user at a workstation or personal computer need 
not connect to the Internet via a larger computer, such as 
server A or server B. This is shown, for example, by small 
computer 130 connected directly to Internet 100 as by a 

telephone modem or other link. Also, a server need not have 
30 users connected to it locally, as is shown by serverC at 132 

of Fig. 2. Many configurations of large and small computers 

are possible. 
Typically, a computer on the Internet is 

characterized as either a "client" or "server" depending on 

35 the role that the computer is playing with respect to 
requesting information or providing information. Client 
computers are computers that typically request information 

from a server computer which provides the information. For 

/ 
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this reason, servers are usually larger and faster machines 
that have access to many data files, programs, etc., in a 
large storage associated with the server. However, the role 

/ 

of a server may also be adopted by a smaller machine depending 

5 on the transaction. That is, user 110 may request information 

via their computer 108 from server A. At a later time, server 

A may make a request for information from computer 108. In 
the first case, where computer 108 issues a request for 

information from server A, computer 108 is a "client" making a 

10 request of information from server A. Server A may have the 
information in a storage device that is local to Server A or 

server A may have to make requests of other computer systems 
to obt.ain the information. User 110 may also request 

information via their computer 108 from a server, such as 
15 server B located at a remote geographical location on the 

Internet. However, user 110 may also request information from 

a computer, such as small computer 124, thus placing small 

computer 124 in the role of a "server." For purposes of this 
specification, client and server computers are categorized in 

20 terms of their predominant role as either an information 
requestor or provider. Clients are generally information 

requestors, while servers are generally information providers. 

Referring again to Fig. 1, data objects such as 

distributed hypermedia documents 10, 12 and 14, image 16 and 
25 sound data file 40, may be located at any of the computers 

shown in Fig. 2. Since these data objects may be linked to a 

document located on another computer the Internet allows for 

remote object linking. 
For example, hypertext document 10 of Fig. 1 may be 

30 located at user 110's client computer 108. When user 110 
makes a request by, for example, clicking on hypertext 20 

(i.e., the phrase "hypermedia"), user 110's small client 
computer 108 processes links within hypertext document 10 to 

retrieve document 14. In this example, we assume that 

35 document 14 is stored at a remote loqation on server B. Thus, 
in this example, computer 108 issues a command that includes 

the address of document 14. This command is routed through 

server A and Internet 100 and eventually is received by server 

\ 
I 
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B. Server B processes the command and loc~tes document 14 on 
its local storage. Server 14 then transfers a copy of the 

document back 'co client 108 via Internet 100 and server A. 
After client computer 108 receives document 14, it is 

5 displayed so that user 110 may view it. 

Similarly, image object 16 and sound data file 40 

may reside at any of the computers shown in Fig. 2. Assuming 
image object 16 re~ides on server C when user 110 clicks on 
image icon 22, client computer 108 generates a command to 

10 retrieve image object 16 to server C. Server C receives the 

command and transfers a copy of image object 16 to client 
computer 108. Alternatively, an object, such as sound data 
file 40, may reside on server A so that it is not necessary to 
traverse long distances via the Internet in order to retrieve 

15 the data object. 
The Internet is said to provide an "open distributed 

hypermedia system." It is an ,"open" system since Internet 100 

implements a standard protocol that each of the connecting 

computer systems, 106, 130, 120, 132 and 134 must implement 

20 (TCP/IP). It is a "hypermedia" system because it is able to 
handle hypermedia documents as described above via standards 

such as the HTTP and HTML hypertext transmission and mark up 
standards, respectively. Further, it is a "distributed" 
system because data objects that are imbedded within a 

25 document may be located on many of the computer systems 

connected to the Internet. An example of an open distributed 
hypermedia system is the so-called "world-wide web" 

implemented on the Internet and discussed in papers such as 

the Berners-Lee reference given above. 

30 The open'distributed hypermedia system provided by 

the Internet allows users to easily access and retrieve 
different data objects located in remote geographic locations 
on the Internet. However, this open distributed hypermedia 

system as it currently exists has shortcomings in that today's 

35 large data objects'are limited largely by bandwidth 
constraints in the various communication links in the Internet 

and localized networks, and by the limited processing power, 

or computing constraints, of small computer systems normally 

PH 001 0000783808 
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provided to most users. Large data objects are difficult to 
update at frame rates fast enough (e.g., 30 frames per second) 

to achieve smooth animation. Moreover, the processing power 
needed to perform the calculations to animate such images in 

5 real time does not exist On most workstations, not to mention 

personal computers. Today's browsers and viewers are not 

capable of performing the computation necessary to generate 

and render new views of these large data objects in real time. 
For example, the Internet's open distributed 

10 hypermedia system allows users to view still images. These 

images are simple non-interactive two-dimensional images, 
similar to photographs. Much digital data available today 

exists in the form of high-resolution multi-dimensional image 
data (e.g., three dimensional images) which is viewed on a 

15 computer while allowing the user to perform real time viewing 
transformations on the data in order for the user to better 
understand the data. 

An example of such type of data is in medical 

imaging where advanced scanning devices, such as Magnetic 

20 Resonance Imaging (MRI) and Computed Tomography (CT), are 
widely' used in the fields of medicine, quality assurance and 

meteorology to present physicians, technicians and 

meteorologists with large amounts of data in an efficient way. 

Because visualization of the data is the best way for a user 
25 to grasp the data's meaning, a variety of visualization 

teChniques and real time computer graphics methods have been 
developed. However, these systems are bandwidth-intensive and 

compute-intensive and often require multiprocessor arrays and 
other specialized graphics hardware to carry them out in real 

30 time. Also, large amounts of secondary storage for data are 

required. The expense of these requirements has limited the 

ability of researchers to readily exchange findings since 
these larger computers required to store, present and 

manipulate images are not available to many of the researchers 

35 that need to have access to the data,. 

\ t 
\ \ 

On the other hand, small client computers in the 

form of personal computers or workstations such as client 

computer 108 of Fig. 2 are generally available to a much 
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larger number of researchers. Further, it is common for these 
smaller computers to be connected to the Internet. Thus, it 

is desirable to have a system that allows the accessing, 
display and manipulation of large amounts of data, especially 

5 image data, over the Internet to a small, and relatively 
cheap, client computer. 

Due to th~ relatively low bandwidth of the Internet 
(as compared to today's large data objects) and the relatively 
small amount of processing power available at client 

10 computers, many valuable tasks performed by computers cannot 

be performed by users at client computers on the Internet. 
Also, while the present open distributed hypermedia system on 
the Internet allows users to locate and retrieve data objects 

it allows users very little, if any, interaction with these 

15 data objects. Users are limited to traditional hypertext and 
hypermedia forms of selecting linked data objects for 
retrieval and launching viewe~s or other forms of external 
software to have the data objects presented in a 
comprehensible way. 

20 Thus, it is desirable to have a system that allows a 

user at a small client computer connected to the Internet to 
locate, retrieve and manipulate data objects when the data 

objects are bandwidth-intensive and compute-intensive. 

Further, it is desirable to allow a user to manipulate data 
25 objects in an interactive way to provide the user with a 

better understanding of information presented and to allow the 

user to accomplish a wider variety of tasks. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

30 The present invention provides a method ,for running 

embedded program objects in a computer network environment. 

The method includes the steps of providing at least one client 

worl~station and one network server coupled to the network 

environment where the network environment is a distributed 

35 hypermedia environment; displaying, ,on the client workstation, 

a portion of a hypermedia document received over the network 

from the server, where the hypermedia document includes an 

embedded controllable application; and interactively 

\ \ 
\ \ 
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controlling the embedded controllable application from the 

client workstation via communication sent over the distributed 
hypermedia environment. 

The present invention allows a user at a client 
5 computer connected to a network to locate, retrieve and 

manipulate objects in an interactive way. The invention not 

only allows the user to use a hypermedia format to locate and 

retrieve(program objects, but also allows the user to interact 

with an application program located at a remote computer. 
10 Interprocess communication between the hypermedia browser and 

the embedded application program is ongoing after the program 
object has been launched. The user is able to use a vast 

amount of computing power beyond that which is contained in 

the user's client computer~ 
15 In one application, high resolution three 

dimensional images are processed in a distributed manner by 
several computers located remotely fro,m the user's client 

computer. This amounts to providing parallel distributed 
processing for tasks such as volume rendering or three 

20 dimensional image transformation and display. Also, the user 

is able to rotate, scale and otherwise reposition the 
viewpoint with respect to these images without exiting the 

hypermedia browser software. The control and interaction of 

viewing ,the image may be provided within the same window that 
25 the browser is using assuming the environment is a "windowing" 

environment. The viewing transformation and volume rendering 
calculations may be performed by remote distributed computer 

systems. 

Once an image representing a new viewpoint is 

30 computed the frame image is transmitted over the network to 

the user's client computer where it is displayed at a 
designated position within a hypermedia document. By 

transmitting only enough information to update the image, the 

need for a high bandwidth data connection is reduced. 

35 Compression can be used to further reduce the bandwidth 

requirements for data transmission. 

Other applications of the invention are possible. 

For example, the user can operate a spreadsheet program that 

'\ ' ) 
\: 
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is being executed by one or more other computer systems 
connected via the network to the user's client computer. Once 
the spreadsheet program has calculated results, the results 
may be sent over the network to the user's client computer for 

5 display to the user. In this way, computer systems located 
remotely on the network can be used to provide the computing 
power that may be required for certain tasks and to reduce the 
data bandwidth by only transmitting results of the 
computations. 

10 still other applications of the present invention 
are possible, as disclosed in th$ specification, below. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
Fig. 1 illustrates examples of hypertext and 

15 hypermedia documents and links; 

20 

25 

30 

suitable 

computer 

invention 
network; 

invention 

Fig. 2 is an example of a computer network; 
Fig. 3'is an illustz;ation of a computer system 

for use with the present invention; 
Fig. 4 is an illustration of basic subsystems 

system of Fig. 3; 

in 

Fig. 5 is an illustration of an embodiment of the 
using a client computer, server computer and a 

Fig. 6 shows another embodiment of the present 
using additional computers on the network; 

the 

Fig. 7A is a flowchart of some of the functionality 
within the HTMLparse.c file; 

Fig. 7B is a flowchart of some of the functionality 
within the HTMLformat.c file; 

Fig. SA is a flowchart of some of the functionality 
within the BTMLwidget.c file; 

Fig. 8B is a flowchart of some of the functionality 
within the HTML.cfilei 

Fig. 9 is a screen display generated in accordance 
35 with ,the present invention; and 

, \ 

\ / 
\ 

Fig. 10 is a diagram of the various processes and 
data paths in the'.present invention. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OFA PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 
. Ul- It 

>'Sp~.~~f Source code~microfiche Appendices A and Bare 
provided to this specification. The source code should be 
consulted to provide details of a specific embodiment of the 

5 invention in conjunction with the discussion of the routines 

in this specification. The source code in Appendix A includes 

NCSA Mosaic version 2.4 source code along with modifications 

to the source code to implement the present invention. 

Appendix B includes source code implementing an application 

10 program interface. The source code is written in-the "C" 

computer language to run on an X-Window platform. 
Fig. 3 is an illustration of a computer system 

suitable for use with the present invention. Fig. 3 depicts 
but one example of many possible computer types or 

15 configurations capable of being used with the present 
invention. Fig~ 3 shows computer system 150 including display 

device 153, display screen 155, cabinet 157, keyboard 159 and 

mouse 161. Mouse 161 and keyboard 159 are "user input 

devices." Other examples of user input devices are a touch 
20 screen, light pen, track ball, data glove, ·etc. 

Mouse 161 may have one or more buttons such as 
buttons 163 shown in Fig. 3. Cabinet 157 houses familiar 
computer components such as disk drives, a processor, storage 

means, etc. As used in this specification "storage means" 

25 includes any storage device used in connection with a computer 

system such as disk drives, magnetic tape, solid state memory, 

bubble memory, etc. Cabinet 157 may include additional 

hardware such as input/output (I/O) interface cards for 

connecting computer system 150 to external devices such as an 
30 optical character reader, external storage devices, other 

computers or additional devices. 
I 

Fig. 4 is an illustration of basic subsystems in 

computer system 150 of Fig. 3. In Fig. 4, subsystems are 
represented by blocks such as central processor 180, system 

35 memory 181 consisting of random acce,ss memory (RAM) and/or 

read-only memory (ROM), display adapter 182, monitor 183 

(equivalent to display device 153 of Fig. 3), etc. The 

subsystems are interconnected via a system bus 184. 

PH 001 0000783813 
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Additional subsystems such as a ~rinter, keyboard, fixed disk 

and others are shown. Peripherals and input/output (I/O) 
devices can be connected to the computer system by, for 
example serial port 185. For example, serial port 185 can be 

5 used to connect the computer system to a modem for connection 

to a network or serial port 185 can be used to interface with 

a mouse input device. The interconnection via system bus 184 
allows central processor 180 to communicate with each 

subsystem and to control the execution of instructions from 
10 system memory 181 or fixed disk 186, and the exchange of 

I 

information between subsystems. Other arrangements of 
subsystems and interconnections are possible. 

Fig. 5 is an illustration of an embodiment of the 
invention using a client computer, server computer and a 

15 network. 

In Fig. 5, client computer 200 communicates with 
server computer 204 via network ~06. Both client computer 200 

and server computer 204 use a network protocol layer to 

communicate with network 206. In a preferred embodiment, 

20 network 206 is the Internet and the network protocol layers 

are TCP/IP. Other networks and network protocols may be used. 
For ease of illustration, additional hardware and software 
layers are not shown in Fig. 5. 

Client computer 200 includes processes, such as 

25 browser client 208 and application client 210. In a preferred 
embodiment, applic~tiort client 210 is resident within client 
computer 200 prior to browser client 208's parsing of a 
hypermedia document as discussed below. In a preferred 

embodiment application client 210 resides on the hard disk or 

30 RAM of client computer 200 and is loaded (if necessary) and 

executed when browser client 208 detects a link to application 

client 210. The preferred embodiment uses the XEvent 
interprocess communication protocol to exchange information 

between browser client 208 and application client 210 as 

35 described in more detail, below. Another possibility is to 

install application client 210 as a '''terminate and stay 

resident" (TSR) program in an operating system environment, 
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such as X-Window. Thereby making access to application client 
210 much faster. 

Browser client 208 is a process that a user of 
client computer 200 invokes in order to access various data 

5 objects, such as hypermedia documents, on network 206. 

Hypermedia document i 212 shown within client computer 200 is an 

example of a hypermedia document, or object, that a user has 

requested access to. In this example, hypermedia document 212 
has been retrieved from a server connected to network 206 and 

10 has been loaded into, e.g., client computer 200's RAM or other 
storage device. 

Once hypermedia document 212 has been loaded into 
./ 

client computer 200, browser client 208 parses hypermedia 
document 212. In parsing hypermedia document 212, browser 

15 client 208 detects links to data objects as discussed above in 
the Background of the Invention section. In Fig. 5, 
hypermedia document 212 includes Jan embedded program link at 

214. Embedded program link 214 identifies application client 

212 as an application to invoke. In this present example, the 
20 application, namely, application client 210, resides on the 

same computer as the browser client 208 that the user is 

executing to view the hypermedia document. Embedded program 

link 214 may include additional information, such as 
parameters, that tell application client 210 how to proceed. 

25 For example, embedded program link 214 may include a 
specification as to a data object that application client 210 

is to retrieve and process. 

When browser client 208 encounters embedded program 

link 214, it invokes application client 210 (optionally, with 

30 parameters or other information) and application client 210 
executes instructions to perform processing in accordance with 

the present invention. 
An example of the type of processing that 

application client 210 may perform is multidimensional image 

35 visualization. Note that application client 210 is in 

communication with ~etwork 206 via the network protocol layer 

of client computer 200. This means that application client 

210 can make requests over network 206 for data objects, such 
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as multidimensional image objects. For example, application 
client

c
210 may requ~st an object, such as object 1 at 216, 

located in server computer 204. Application client 210 may 
make the request by'any suitable means. Assuming network 206 

5 is the Internet, such a request would typically be made by 
using HTTP in response to a HTML-style link definition for 
embedded program link 214. 

Assuming application client 210 has made a request 
for the data object at 216, server process 218 ultimately 

10 receives the request. Server process 218 then retrieves data 
object 216 and transfers it over network 206 back to 
application client 210. To continue with the example of a 
multidimensional visualization application, data object 216 

may be a three dimensional view of medical data for, e.g., an 
15 embryo. 

After application client 210 receives the 
multidimensional data object 216, application client 210 

, 
executes instructions to display the multidimensional embryo 
data on the display screen to a user of the client computer 

20 200. The user is then able to interactively operate controls 
to recompute different views for the image data. In a 
preferred embodiment, a control window is displayed within, or 

adjacent to, a window generated by browser client 208 that 
contains a display of hypermedia document 212. An example of 

25 such display is discussed below in connection with Fig. 9. 
Thus, the user is able to interactively manipulate a 
multidimensional image object by means of the present 
invention. In order to make application client 21.0 integral 
with displays created by browser client 208, both the browser 

30 client and the application client must be in communication 
with each other, as shown by the arrow connecting the two 

within client computer 200. The manner of communication is 
through an application program interface (API), discussed 
below. 

35 Browser client 208 is a process, such as NCSA 

\ I 

Mosaic, Cello, etc. Application client 210 is embodied in 
software presently under development called "VIS" and "Panel" 

created by the center for Knowledge Management at the 
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Universtty of California, San Francisco, as part of the Doyle 
Group's distributed,hypermedia object embedding approach 
described in "Integrated Control of Distributed Volume 

Visualization Through the World-Wide-Web," by C. Ang, D. 

5 Martin, M. Doyle; to be pUblish~d in the Proceedings of 
Visualization 1994; IEEE Press, Washington, D.C., October 
1994. 

Versions and descriptions of software embodying the 
present invention are generally available as hyper linked data 

10 objects from the Visible Embryo Project's World Wide Web 

document at the URL address ''HTTP://visembryo.ucsf.edu/''. 

Another embodiment of the present invention uses an 
application server process executing on server computer 204 to 
assist in processing that may need to be performed by an 

15 external program. For example, in Fig. 5, application server 
220 resides on server computer 204. Application server 220 

works in communication with application client 210 residing on 

client computer 200. In a preferred embodiment, application 
server 220 is called VRServer, also a part 'of Doyle Group's 

20 approach. Since server computer 204 is typically a larger 
computer having more data processing capabilities and larger 

storage capacity, application server 220 can operate more 

efficiently, and much faster, than application client 210 in 
executing complicated and numerous instructions. 

25 In the present example where a multidimensional 

image object representing medical data for an embryo is being 
viewed, application server 220 could perform much of the 

viewing transformation and volume rendering calculations to 

allow a user to interactively view the embryo data at their 

30 client computer display screen. In a preferred embodiment, 
application client 210 receives signals from a user input 

device at the user's client computer 200. An example of such 

input would be to rotate the embryo image from a current 
position to a n~w po~itlon from the user's point of view. 

35 This information is received by application client 210 and 

processed to generate a command sent over network 206 to 
application server 220. Once application server 220 receives 

the information in the form of, e.g., a coordinate 

\ ( ) 
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transformation for a new viewing position, application server 
" 

220 performs the mathematical calculations to compute a new 
I 

view for the embryo, image. Once the new view has been 
computed, the image data for the new view is sent over network 

5 206 to application client 210 so that application client 210 
can update the viewing window currently displaying the embryo 

image. In a preferred embodiment, application server 220 

computes a frame buffer of raster display data, e.g., pixel 
values, and transfers this frame buffer to application client 

10 210. Techniques, such as data compression and delta encoding, 
can be used to compress the data before transmitting over 

netWork 206 to reduce ~he bandwidth requirement. 
It will be readily seen that application server 220 

can advantageously Use server computer 204's computing 
15 resources to perform the viewing transformation much more 

quickly than could application client 210 executing on client 
! . 

computer 200. Further, by only transmitting the updated frame 

buffer containing a new view for the embryo image, the amount 

of data sent over network 206 is reduced. By using 
20 appropriate compression techniques, such as, e.g., MPEG 

(Motion Picture Experts Group) or JPEG (Joint Photographic 

Experts Group), efficient use of network 206 is preserved. 

Fig. 6 shows yet another embodiment of the present 

invention. Fig. 6 is similar to Fig. 5, except that 
25 additional computers 222 and 224 are illustrated. Each 

additional computer includes a process labeled "Application 
(Distributed)." The distributed application performs a 
portion of the task that an application, such as application 
server 220 or application client 210, perform. In the present 

30 example, tasks such as volume rendering may be broken up and 
easily performed among two or more computers. These computers 

can be remote from each other on network 206. Thus, several 

computers, such as server computer 204 and additional 

computers 222 and 224 can all work together to perform the 
35 task of computing a new viewpoint and frame buffer for the 

embryo for the new orientation of the embryo image in the 

present example. The coordination of the distributed 
processing can be performed at client computer 200 by 

( 
\ 
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application client 210, at server computer 204 by application 

server 220, or by any of the distributed applications 

executing on additional computers, such as 222 and 224. In a 

preferred embodiment, distributed processing is coordinated by 

5 a program called "VIS" represented by application client 210 

in Fig. 6. 

other applications of the invention are possible. 

For example, the user can operate a spreadsheet program that 

is being executed by one or more other computer systems 

10 connected via the network to the user's client computer. 

Once the spreadsheet program has calculated results, those 

results may be sent over the network to the user's client 

computer for display within the hypermedia document on the 

user's client computer. In this way, computer systems 

15 located remotely on the network can be used to provide the 

computing power th~t may be required for certain tasks and to 

reduce the data bandwidth required by only transmitting 

results of the computations. 

Another type of possible application of this 

20 invention would involve embedding a program which runs only on 

the client machine, 'but which provides the user with more 

functionality than exists in the hypermedia browser alone. 

An example of this is an embedded client application which is 

capable of viewing and interacting with images which have been 

25 processed with Dr. Doyle's MetaMAP invention (US Patent 

4,847,604). This MetaMAP process uses object-oriented col;or 

map processing to allow individual color index ranges within 

paletted images to have object identities, and is useful for 

the creation of, for example, interactive picture atlases. It 

30 is a more efficient means for defining irregular "hotspots" 

on images than the ISMAP function of the World Wide Web, 

which uses polygonal outlines to define objects in images. A 

MetaMAP-capable client-based image browser application can be 

embedded, together with an associated image, within a 

35 hypermedia document, allowing objects within the 

MetaMAP-processed image to have URL addresses associated with 

them. When a user clicks with a mouse upon an object within 

the MetaMAP-processed image, the MetaMAP client application 

'JI 
I \ 
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relays the relevant URL back to the hypermedia browser 
applicat'ion, which then retrieves the HTML file or hypermedia 
object which corresponds to that URL. 

The various processes in the system of the present 
5 invention communicate through a custom API called 

Mosaic/External Application Program Interface MEAPI. The 

MEAPI set of predefined messages includes those shown in Table 
I. 

10 Message Function Message Name 

client: 
.'\ ! i \,( 
" \ 

Messages from server to 
1. Server Update Done 
2. Server Ready 

xtNrefreshNotify 
xtNpanelStartNotify 
xtNpanelExitNotify 

, 
15 

20 

3. Server Exiting 
Messages from client to 
4. Area Shown 
5. Area Hidden 
6. Area Destroyed 

Table I 

server: 
XtNmapNotify 
XtNunmapNotify 
XtNexitNotify 

The messages in Table I are defined in the file protocol_lib.h 

in Appendix B. The functions of the MEAPI are provided in 

protocol_lib.c of Appendix B. Thus, by using MEAPI a server 

25 process communicates to a client application program to let 
the client application know when the server has finished 
updating information, such as an image frame buffer, or pixmap 
(Message 1); when the server is ready to start processing 
messages (Message 2) and when the server is exiting or 

30 stopping computation related to the server application 
program. 

For client to server communications, MEAPI provides 

for the client informing the server when the image display 

window area is visible, when the area is hidden and when the 

35 area is destroyed. Such information allows the server to 

decide whether to allocate computing resources for, e.g., 

rendering and viewing transformation tasks where the server is 
running an application program to generate new views of a 

multi dimensional object. Source cO,de for MEAPI fundamental 

40 functions such as h~ndle_client_msg, register_client, 

register_client_msg_callback and send_client_msg may be found 
in protocol_lib.c as part of the source code in Appendix B. 

I 
\ 

-_._---------------
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Next, a discussion of the software processes that 
perform parsing of a hypermedia document and launching of an 
application program is provided in connection with Table II 
and Figs. 7A, 7B, SA and SB. 

Table II, below, shows an example of an HTML tag 
fonnat used by the present invention to embed a link to an 
application program within a hypermedia document. 

<EMBED 

> 

. TYPE = "type" 
HREF == "href" 
WIDTH = width 
HEIGHT = height 

TABLE II 

As shown in Table II, the EMBED tag includes TYPE, 
HREF, WIDTH and HEIGHT elements. The TYPE element is a 

20 Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) type. Examples 
of values for the TYPE element are "application/x-vis" or 

"video/mpeg". The type "application /x-vis" indicates that an 

application named "x-vis" is to be used to handle the object 

at the URL specified by the HREF. other types are' possible 

25 such as "application/x-inventor", "application/postscript" 
etc. In the case where TYPE is "application/x-vis" this means 

! 

that the object at the URL address is a three dimensional 
image object since the program "x-vis" is a data visualization 
tool designed to operate on three dimensional image objects. 

30 However, any manner of application program may be specified by 

the TYPE element so that other types of applications, such as 

a spreadsheet program, database program, word processor, etc. 

may be used with the present invention. Accordingly, the 

object reference by the HREF element would be, respectively, a 
35 spreadsheet object, database object, word processor document 

object, etc. 

40 

) 
J 

\ 

.I 

On the other hand, TYPE values such as "video/mpeg", 
"image/gif", "video/x-sgi-movie", etc. describe the type of 

data that HREF specifies. This is useful wher.e an external 
application program, such as a video player, needs to know 
what format the data is in, or where the browser client needs 
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to determine which application to launch based on the data 
format. Thus, the TYPE value can specify either an 
application program or a data type. Other TYPE values are 
possible. HREF sp~cifies a URL address as discussed above for 

5 a data object. Where TYPE is "application/x-vis" the URL 
address specifies a multi-dimensional image object. Where 

TYPE is "video/mpeg" the URL address specifies a video object. 
WIDTH and HEIGHT elements specify the width and 

height dimensions, respectively, of a Distributed Hypermedia 
10 Object Embedding (OHOE) window to display an external 

application object such as the three dimensional image object 
or video object discussed above. 

Fig. 7A is a flowchart describing some of the 

functionality within the HTMLparse.c file of routines. The 
15 routines in HTMLparse.c perform,the task of parsing a 

hypermedia document and detecting the EMBED tag. In a 

preferred embodiment, the enhancements to include the EMBED 

tag are made to an HTML library included in public domain NCSA 
Mosaic version 2.4. ,These files are iJ:lcluQQQ as SOQrca COQ&'· 

20 in Is:ppend-ix Is: attached to -eMs spec if icatio-n-. Note that much 

of the source code ~dix A-is pre-existing NCSA Mosaic 

code. Only those portions of the source code that relate to 
the new functionality discussed in this specification should 
be considered as part of the invention. The new functionality 

25 is identifiable as being set off from the main body of source 
code by conditional compilation macros such as "#ifdef 
#endif" as will be readily apparent to one of skill in the 

art. 

In general, the flowcharts in this specification 

30 illustrate one or more software routines executing in a 
computer system such as computer system 1 of Fig. 1. The 

routines may be implemented by any means as is known in the 

art. For example, any number of computer programming 

languages, such as "C", fascal, FORTRAN, assembly language, 
35 etc., may be used. Further, various' programming approaches 

such as procedural, object oriented or artificial intelligence 
techniques may be employed. 
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The steps of the flowcharts may be implemented by 
one or more software routines, processes, subroutines, 
modules, etc. It will be apparent that each flowchart is 
illustrative of merely the broad logical flow of the method of 

5 the present invention and that steps may be added to, or taken 
away from, the 

the invention. 

the flowcharts 

flowcharts without departing from the scope of 

Further, the order of execution of steps in 

may be changed without departing from the scope 
of the invention. Additional considerations in implementing 

10 the method described by the flowchart in software may dictate 

changes in the selection and order of steps. Some 
considerations are event handling by interrupt driven, polled, 
or other schemes. A multiprocessing or multitasking 

environment could allow steps to be executed "concurrently." 

15 For ease of discussion the implementation of each flowchart 

may be referred to as if implemented in a single "routine". 

The modifications to. NCSA Mosaic version 2.4 

software files HTMLparse.c, HTMLformat.c, HTMLwidget.c and 

HTML.c will next be discussed, in turn. 

20 Returning to Fig. 7, it is assumed that a hypermedia 
document has been obtained at a user's client computer and 

that a browser program executing on the client computer 

displays the document and calls a first routine in the 
HTMLparse.c file called "HTMLparse". This first routine, 

25 HTMLparse, is entered at step 252 where a pointer to the start 

of the document portion is passed. steps 254, 256 and 258 

represent a loop where the document is parsed or scanned for 
HTML tags or other symbols. While the file HTMLparse.c 

includes routines to handle all possible tags and symbols that 

30 may be encountered, Fig. 7A, for simplicity, only illustrates 
the handling of EMBED tags. 

Assuming there is more text to parse, execution 

proceeds to step 256 where routines in HTMLparse.c obtain the 
next item (e.g., word, tag or Symbol) from the document. At 

35 step 258 a check is made as to wheth,er the current tag is the 

EMBED tag. If not, execution returns to step 254 where the 

next tag in the document is obtained. If, at step 258, it is 

determined that the tag is the EMBED tag, execution proceeds 
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to step 260 where an enumerated type is assigned for the tag. 

Each occurrence of a valid EMBED tag specifies an embedded 
object. HTMLParse calls a routine "get_mark" in HTMLparse.c 
to put sections of HTML document text into a "markup" text 

5 data structure. Routine get_mark, in turn, calls 

ParseMarkType to as~ign an enumerated type. The enumerated 
type is an identifier w~th a unique integer associated with it 

that is used in later processing described below. 

Once all of the hypermedia text in the text portion 
10 to be displayed has been parsed, execution of HTMLparse.c 

routines terminates at step 262. 

Fig. 7B is a flowchart of routines in file 
HTMLformat.c to process the enumerated type created for the 
EMBED tag by routines in HTMLparse.c. In the X-Window 

15 implementation of a!preferred embodiment, the enumerated type 
is processed as if it is a re~ular Motif/XT widget. For 
details on X-Window development see, e.g., "Xlib Programming 

Manual," "X Toolkit Intrinsics Programming' Manual" and "Motif 

Programming Manual" published by O'Reilly & Associates, Inc. 
20 HTMLformat is entered at step 270 where a pointer to the 

enumerated type to process is passed. 
At step 272 the parameters of the structure are 

initialized in preparation for inserting a DrawingArea widget 
on an HTML page. This includes providing values for the width 

25 and height of a window on the. display to contain an image, 
position of the window, style, URL of the image object, etc. 

Various codes are also added by routines in HTMLformat.c (such 

as TriggerMarkChanges) to insert an internal representation of 
the HTML statement into an object list maintained internally 

30 by the browser. In the X-Window application corresponding to 

the source code of Appendix A, the browser is NCSA Mosaic 

version 2.4. 
Fig. 8A is a flowchart for routine HTMLwidget. 

HTMLwidget creates display data structures and launches an 

35 external application program to handle the data object 
I 

specified by the URL in the EMBED tag. 

HTMLwidget is entered at step 280 after HTMLformat 
has created the internal Object representation of the EMBED 

------.. -----
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tag. HTMLwidget is passed the internal object and performs 
its processing on ,the object. At step 282 the DrawingArea 
widget is created ,according to the type of the internal 
representation, from HTMLformat, specified in the internal 

5 object. Similarly, ,at step 284 a pixmap area for backing 
, I 

storage is defined.' 
At step' 286 a check is made as to whether the type 

attribute of the object, i.e., the value for the TYPE element 
of the EMBED tag, is an application. If so, step 290 is 

10 executed to launch a predetermined application. In a 
preferred embodiment an application is launched according to a 
user-defined list of application type/application pairs. The 
list is defined as a user-configurable XResource as described 
in "Xlib Programming Manual." An alternative embodiment could 

15 use the MIME database as the source of the list of application 
type/application pairs. The routine 
"vis_start_external_application" in file HTMLformat.c is 
invoked to match the application type and to identify the 
application to launch. 

20 The external application is started as a child 
process of the current running process (Mosaic), and informed 
about the window IO of the OrawingArea created in HTMLformat. 
The external application is also passed information about the 
ID of the pixmap, the data URL and dimensions. Codes for 

25 communication such as popping-up/iconifying, start 
notification, quit notification and refresh notification with 
external applications and orawingArea refreshing are also 

added. Examples of such codes are (1) "setup/start" in 
vis_register_client and vis_get-panel_window in HTMLwidgets.ci 

30 (2) "handle messages from external applications" in 
vis_handle-panel_msg in HTMLwidgets.ci (3) "send messages to 
external applications" in vis_send_msg in HTMLwidgets.ci (4) 
"terminate external applications" in vis_exit in HTMLwidgets.c 
which calls vis_send_msgto send a quit messagei and (5) 

35 "respond to refresh msgs" in vis_redraw in HTMLwidgets.c. 

If, at step 286, the type is determined not to be an 
application object (e.g., a three dimensional image object in 
the case of application "x-vis") a check is made at step 288 
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to det,rmine if the,type is a video object. If so, step 292 
is executed to launch a video player application. Parameters 
are passed to the video player application to allow the player 
to display the video object within the DrawingArea within the 

5 display of the portion of hypermedia document on the client's 
computer. Note that many other application objects types are 
possible as described above. 

Fig. 8B is a flowchart for routine HTML. Routine 
HTML takes care of "shutting down" the objects, data areas, 

10 etc. that were set up to launch the external application and 
display the data object. HTML is entered at step 300 and is 

called when the display or other processing of the EMBED tag 
has been completed •. At step 302 the display window is removed 
and the memory areas for the pixmap and internal object 

15 structure is made free for other uses. Completion of 
processing can be by user command or by computer control. 

, The present invention allows a user to have 

interactive control over application objects such as three 
dimensional image objects and video objects. In a preferred 

20 embodiment, controls are provided on the external 
applications' user interface. In the case of a VIs/panel 
application, a process, "panel" creates a graphical user 
interface (GUI) thru Which the user interacts with the data. 
The application program, VIS, can be executing locally with 

25 the user's computer or remotely on a server, or on one or more 
different computers, on the network. The application program 
updates pixmap data and transfers the pixmap data (frame image 

data) to a buffer to which the browser has access. The 
browser only needs to respond to the refresh request to copy 

30 the contents from the updated pixmap to the 
DrawingArea. The Panel process sends messages as "Msg" 
sending performed by routines such as vis_send_msg and 
vis_handle-panel_msg to send event~ (mousemove, keypress, 
etc.) to the external application. 

35 Fig. 9 is a screen display of the invention showing 

an interactive application object (in this case a three 
dimensional image object) in a window within a browser window. 
In Fig. 9, the browser is NCSA Mosaic version 2.4. The 

;) I 
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processes VIS, Panel and Vl~Server work as discussed above. 

Fig. 9 shows screen display 356 Mosaic window 350 containing 

image window 352 and a portion of a panel window 354. Note 

that image window ,352 is within Mosaic window 350 while panel 
5 window 354 is external to Mosaic window 350. Another 

possibility is to have panel window 354 within Mosaic window 

350. By using the controls in panel. window 354 the user is 
able to manipulate the image within image window 352 in real 
time do perform such operations as scaling, rotation, 

10 translation, color map selection, etc. In Fig. 9, two Mosaic 
windows are being used to show two different views of an 
embryo image. One of the views is rotated by six degrees from 
the other view so that a stereoscopic effect can be achieved 

when viewing the images. communication between Panel and VIS 
15 is via "Tooltalk" described in, e.g., "Tooltalk 1.1.1 

Reference Manual,"'froDl SunSoft. 

Fig. 10 is an illustration of the processes VIS, 
Panel and VRServer discussed above. As shown in Fig. 10, the 

browser process, Mosaic, communicates with the Panel process 

20 via inter-client communication mechanisms such as provided in 
the X-Window environment. The Panel process communicates with 

the VIS process through a communications protocol (Tool Talk, 

in the preferred embodiment) to exchange visualization command 

messages and image data. The image data is computed by one or 

25 more copies of a process called VRServer that may be executing 

on remote computers on. the network. VRServer processes 
respond to requests such as rendering requests to generate 
image segments. The image segments are sent to VIS and 

combined into a pixmap, or frame image, by VIS. The frame 
30 image is then transferred to the Mosaic screen via 

communications between VIS, Panel and Mosaic. A further 

description of the data transfer may be found in the paper 

"Integrated Control of Distributed Volume Visualization 
Through the World-Wide-Wep," referenced above. 

35 In the foregoing specifica~ion, the invention has 

.1 
)' i 
/ I, 

" 

been described with reference to a specific exemplary 

embodiment thereof. It will, however, be evident that various 

modifications and changes may be made thereunto without 
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departinq from the broader spirit and scope of the invention 
as set forth in the appended claims. For example, various 
proqramminq lanquaqes and techniques can be used to implement 
the disclosed invention. Also, the specific loqic presented 

5 to accomplish tasks within the present invention may be 
modified without departinq from the scope of the invention. 
Many such chanqes or modifications will be readily apparent to 

one of ordinary skill in the art. The specification and 
drawings are, accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative 

10 rather than a restrictive sense, the invention beinq limited 
only by the provided claims. 

t • 
\ " \ ~ 

\ 
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS: 

A method for running an application program in 
a computer n twork environment, comprising: 

network 

iding at least one client workstation and one 

coupled to said network environment, wherein 
said network e vironment is a distributed hypermedia 

environment; 

on said client workstation, at least a 
portion of a hyp'rmedia document received over said network 

from said server, wherein said hypermedia document includes an 

embedded controll ble application; and 

interact'vely controlling said embedded controllable 
application from sa'd client workstation via communications 

sent over said dist ibuted hypermedia environment. 

2. 

displaying is 

1, wherein the step of 

hypermedia browser 

16 application. 

17 3. of claim 2, wherein instructions for 

18 controlling said embedd controllable application reside on 

19 said network server, whe ein said step of interactively 
20 controlling said embedde controllable application includes' 

21 the following substeps: 

22 issuing, from e client workstation, one or more 

23 commands to the network s 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

executing, on 

instructions in response t 

network server, one or more 

said commands; 

sending informati n from said network server to said 

client workstation in respon~e to said executed instructions; 

and 

processing 

workstation to interactively 

controllable application. 

'i 
d ! " 

client 

ontrol said embedded 
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33 

4. 

controlling 

30 

of cl~im 2, wherein instructions for 

embedded controllable application reside on 

34 said client 

35 

36 

5. 

communications 

method of claim 2, wherein the 

interactively control said embedded 

37 controllable appli ation from said client workstation continue 

38 to be exchanged be ween the controllable application and the 

39 hypermedia browser the controllable application 

40 program has been la 

41 6. Wherein said embedded 

42 controllable applicat'on is a multi-dimensional viewer. 

43 7. od of claim 3, Wherein said embedded 

44 controllable n is a spreadsheet program. 

45 8. d of claim 3, wherein said embedded 

46 controllable applicatio is a database pro9ram. 

47 9. 3, wherein said embedded 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

controllable application processor. 

10. 

issuing 

11. 

protocol is an 

of claim 3, Wherein said substeps of 

nq are via an open protocol. 

of claim 10, wherein said open 

standards Organization (ISO) 

53 protocol. 

54 12. claim 11, wherein said .ISO 

55 protocol is Transfer C Protocol/Internet Protocol 

56 (TCP/IP) the Internet. 

57 13. claim 12, wherein HyperText 

58 Transfer Protocol is used o transfer said hypermedia document 

59 between said client workst cion and said server. 

.. _-_._--------------------------------------
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14. method of claim 13, wherein HyperText ~o 
_ 62 

Markup Language is used to specify said embedded controllable 

application with said hypermedia document. 

63 15. for running an application program in 

64 a computer network environment, comprising: 

65 providing at lea~t one client workstation and one 

66 network server coupl d to said network environment, said 

67 network including a p urality of general purpose workstations, 

68 wherein said network nvironment is a distributed hypermedia 

69 environment; 

70 displaying, 0 said client workstation, at least a 

71 portion of a hypermedia ocument received over said network 

72 from said server, wherei said hypermedia document includes at 

73 least a first embedded m ti-dimensional data visualization 

74 application; and 

75 interactively c trolling said embedded multi-

76 dimensional data visualiza.ion application from said client 

77 workstation via communicat sent over said distributed 

78 hypermedia environment whe in data image rendering is 

79 performed by said plurality of general purpose workstations 

80 using distributed process in • 

81 

82 

83 

16. 

displaying is 

application. 

metho~ claim 

ormed ,y\using a 

15, wherein the step of 

hypermedia browser 

84 17. method of claim 15, wherein the multi-

85 dimensional data v sualization includes volume visualization. 

86 18. The m thod of claim 15, wherein the multi-

87 dimensional data visu ization includes two dimensional image 

88 processing. 

89 19. The method of claim 1'5, wherein the multi-

90 dimensional data visualiza 'on includes image analysis. 
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91 20. The method of claim 15, wherein the multi-

92 dimensional d includes the display of 

93 animated 

94 21. method of claim 15, wherein the multi-

95 dimensional data 'sualization includes a geometric data 

96 viewer to display files. 

97 22. thod of claim 15, wherein the multi-

98 dimensional data lization includes displaying molecular 

modeling data. 

23. 

101 
communications t 

he metfd of claim 15, wherein a hypermedia 

ting on\the client workstation, wherein 

interactively control said embedded 

controllable apPl'cation from said client workstation continue 

to be exchanged b ~ween the controllable application and the 

105 hypermedia browser even after the controllable application 

106 program has been la nched. 

107 24. d for interactively controlling an 

108 embedded object in a cument displayed on a client computer, 

109 wherein the client uter includes a processor coupled to a 

1~0 display device and to a user input device, wherein the 

111 processor is further cau led to a computer network, wherein 

112 the computer network isc upled to a server computer and one 

113 or more additional compute s, wherein the server computer 

114 includes a local storage de ice containing a document, wherein 

115 the document includes an e edded object, wherein an 

116 application program for mani ulating the embedded object 

117 resides on a first additional pomputer, the method comprising 

118 the following steps: 

119 transferring, over t e network, at least a portion 

120 of the document from the server computer to the client 

121 computer; 

122 
123 

accepting first signal 

that indicate that the embedded 0 

the user input device 

is to be manipulated; 
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124 issuing from the client computer to the 

125 first additional c puter in response to the first signals; 

126 executing, by uSing the first additional computer, 

127 instructions in the plication program in response to the 

128 issued commands, wher n the executed instructions generate 

129 information about mani lating the embedded object; 

130 communicating, via the network, the information 

131 about manipulating the e edded object from the first 

132 additional computer to the client computer; and 

133 using the omputer to manipulate the embedded 

134 object according unicated information. 

135 

136 

25. 

a hypermedia 

of claim 24, wherein said document 

1 24, further comprising the 
a second application 

program on a seco d additional computer in response to the 

issued commands, w ere in the instructions executed by the 

141 second additional c mputer result in information about 

142 manipulating the 8mb dded object being generated more quickly. 

143 27. of claim 26, wherein said document 

144 _~a 

145~~ 28. od of claim 26, wherein the embedded 

146 object is image displayable in any of a 

147 plurality of 

148 29. of claim 28, wherein said document 

149 is a 

150 30. The wherein the executed 

151 instructions perform hree dimensional display transformations 

152 to determine the second orientation of the multi-dimensional 

153 image object. 
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154 31. The method of claim 30, wherein said document. 

155 is a document. 

156 32. e'method of claim 28, wherein the executed 

157 instructions per or~ image rendering to determine an 

158 orientation of th multi-dimensional image. 

159 33. of claim 32, wherein said document 

is a ent. 

A met ad for displaying a three dimensional 
image 

includes a p 

processor is 
the computer 

on a client computer, wherein the client computer 

coupled to a display device, wherein the 
coupled to a computer network, wherein 
is coupled to a server computer and one 

166 or more additi nal computers, wherein the server computer 

167 includes a loc 1 storage device containing a hypermedia 

168 the hypermedia document includes a three 
169 Object embedded within th.e hypermedia 

170 

171 

document, wherei 

displayable in a 

the three dimensional image object is 

lurality of orientations, the method 

172 comprising the fol owing steps: 
173 transfer ~ng, over the network, at least a portion 
174 of the hypermedia d cument from the server computer to the 

175 client computer; 
176 displaying on the display device, by using the 

177 processor, at least a portion of the hypermedia document, 

178 wherein the displayed ortion of the hypermedia document 
179 includes the three dim nsional image object displayed in a 

180 

181 

182 

first orientation; 
using the 

network; 

to issue commands over the 

183 executing inst uction on a first additional computer 

184 in response to the issued commands, wherein the executed 

185 instructions determine a s cond orientation for display of the 

186 three dimensional image ob ect; 

" 
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187 communic ~ing, via the network, information about 
188 the second orientat~ n from the first additional computer to 
189 the client computer; 
190 using the c computer to redisplay the three 

191 dimensional image obje t in the second orientation. 

192 35. The method of claim 34, wherein said network is 

193 a distributed ypermedia environment. 

194 
195 steps of 

36. method of claim 34, further comprising the 
instructions on a second additional 

196 computer se to the issued commands, wherein the 
197 instructions exec ed by the second computer enable the second 

198 orientation to be etermined more quickly than wh~n only the 

199 first additional co executes instructions. 
/ 

200 37. The m ~hod of claim 36, wherein said network is 

201 a distributed hyperme ia environment. 

202 38. wherein the executed 

203 instructions perform vo ume rendering to determine the second 
204 orientation of the three dimensional image object. 

205 39. The method of claim 38, wherein said network is 

206 a distributed hypermedia e vironment. 

207 40. The method 0 wherein the executed 

208 instructions perform three d'mensional display transformations 

209 to determine the second orie tation of the three dimensional 
210 image object. 

211 41. The method of c 40, wherein said network is 

212 a distributed hypermedia envir 

213 42. The method of cl im 3'4, wherein the client 

214 computer includes a user input d vice coupled to the 
215 processor, the method further co prising the following steps: 
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216 accepting signals from the user input device, 

217 wherein the accepte signals indicate that the second 

218 orientation is to be etermined. 

219 

220 

43. The meth d of claim 42, wherein said 

network is a uted hypermedia environment. 
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EMBEDDED PROGRAM OBJECTS IN 

DISTRIBUTED HYPERMEDIA SYSTEMS 

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

5 A system allowing a user of a browser program on a 

computer connected to an open distributed hypermedia system to 

access and execute an embedded program object. The program 

object is embedded into a hypermedia document much like data 
objects. The user may select the program Object from the 

10 screen. Once selected the program object executes on the 

user's (client) computer or may execute on a remote server or 
additional remote computerslin a distributed processing 

arrangement. After launching the program object, the user is 
able to interact with the object as the invention provides for 

15 ongoing interprocess communication between the application 
object (program) and the browser program. One application of 

the embedded program object allows a user to view large and 
) 

complex multi-dimensional objects from wit~in th~ browser's 

window. The user can manipulate a control panel to change the 

20 viewpoint used to view the image. The invention allows a 

program to execute on a remote server or other computers to 
calculate the viewing transformations and send frame data to 

the client computer thus providing the user of the client 

computer with interactive features and allowing the user to 
25 have access to greater computing power than may be available 

at the user's client computer. 

I 

\ 
\ 
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Thishxpermedia document includes an image icon 
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I 
a sound icon 8J and some hypertext. 

A hypermedia document may have images 
icons like this: 

and other objects embedded in it. 

--

\2-

Hypertext ,is ,text that has another 
-?b]ect, prl.marl.ly text, associated with 
l.t. When an object is other than text 
the document is said to be a h d' 
document. erme l.a 
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Serial Number: 08/324,443 
Art Unit: 2317 

Part III DETAILED ACTION 

-2-

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs 
of 35 U.S.C. § 102 that form the basis for the rejections under 
this section made in this Office action: 

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless --
(a) the invention was known or used by others in this 
country, or patented or described in a printed publication 
in this or a foreign country, before the invention thereof 
by the applicant for a patent. 

Claims 1-4 and 15-16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a) 

as being anticipated by the University of Southern California's 

Mercury Project (in public used from Sept. 15, 1994 to March 31, 

1995 at http://www.usc.edu/dept/raiders/). 

As per claim 1, the Mercury Project operated using a method 

essentially as claimed: 

providing client workstation [user computer browsing the 

WWW] and network server [the Mercury Project server]coupled to a 

distributed hypermedia network environment [World Wide Web; 

displaying at the client workstation a portion of a hyper 

media document [HTML document] wherein the document includes an 

embedded controllable application [controlling a robot arm and 

air pulse - see page 1 of "USC Mercury Project: Interface"]; 

interactively controlling said embedded controllable 

application from said client workstation via communications sent 

over said distributed hypermedia environment [see page 1 of "USC 

Mercury Project: Interface"]. 
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As per claim 2, the Mercury project was accessed using 

-3-

multimedia browser (specifically Mosaic - see p.2 of "USC PRESS 

RELEASE") running on the client. 

As per claim 3, the steps recited is inherent in using the 

Mercury Project: 

issuing from the client one or more commands to the server 

[HTTP message conveying information resulting from a user 

clicking on the robot control panel image]; 

executing, on the network server, instructions in response 

to said commands [interpreting and responding to the HTTP 

message]; 

sending information (HTML document showing the updated robot 

position and camera image] from server to the clienti 

processing said information [parsing the HTML document) at 

the client to interactively control said embedded controllable 

application. 

As per claim 4, since the browser is controlling the 

displaying the HTML document and the br9wser's code/instructions 

is running on the client computer, the 'instructions' for 

controlling said embedded application [i.e. interpreting user 
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input and sending HTTP message to the server] resides on the 

client. 

As per claims 15-16, they are rejected under similar 

rationale as for aims 1-2 above. The Mercury Project is a 

'multi-dimensional' data visualization application because it 

provides live image of a real (3D) environment and position of 

the robot arm. 

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. § 103 which forms 
the basis for all obviousness rejections set forth in this fice 
action: 

A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not 
identically disclosed or described as set forth in section 
102 of this title, if the differences between the subject 
matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that 
the subject mat r as a whole would have been obvious at the 
time the invention was made to a person having ordinary 
skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. 
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which 
the invention was made. 

Subject matter developed by another person, which qualifies 
as prior art only under subsection (f) or (g) of section 102 
of this title, shall not preclude patentability under this 
section where the subject matter and the claimed invention 
were, at the time the invention was made, owned by the same 
person or subject to an obligation of assignment to the same 
person. 

Claims 1-43 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103 as being 

unpatentable over Applicant's disclosed' prior art and further in 

view of Hansen "Enhancing documents with embedded programs: How 

Ness extends insets in the Andrew ToolKit". 
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As per claim I, Applicant's disclosed prior art has the' 

5-

limitation essentially as claimed - client workstation, network 

server, receiving and displa ng hypermedia document. It is 

known the time of the invention that the client and server 

interact via communications sent over the distributed hypermedia 

environment (trans rring of HTML document, processing links, 

forms, mapped images, etc.). The disclosed prior art does not 

have embedded controllable application [executable/ 

interpretable/ 'launchable' program instructions/ codes) in the 

hypermedia document) . 

Hansen teaches enhancing hypertext documents by embedding 

programs in the documents to allows the documents to responds to 

readers for applications like animation, simulations, interactive 

examples etc. [Abstract, p.23 col.1]. It would have been obvious 

for one of ordinary skill in the art to combine the teaching of 

Hansen to the disclosed prior art because it would have improved 

hypermedia information delivery and applications. 

As per claim 2, the disclosed prior art teaches a hypermedia 

browser [Mosaic]. 

As per claim 3, it known in the disclosed prior art to 

sue command from the client trigger execution on the server 

and sending response back to the client [processing forms and 
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mapped images, etc.]. Hence, the steps would have been apparent in 

the method as modified. 

As per claim 4, Hansen teaches that the embedded program is an 

object within the hypermedia document. The document is being 

displayed by a "browser" in the client workstation. Hence, it is 

apparent that the instructions for activating/controlling the 

embedded program would reside on the client workstations (i. e. 

within the browser and/or within the client workstation operating 

environment) 

As per claim 5, it is apparent from p. 24 col.2 "response to 

event", and p. 25 4th paragraph -simulating for mouse hit, menu 

selections, and keystrokes that communication continue between the 

embedded program and the "browser" to accept and act on trigger 

events. 

As per claims 6-10, Hansen, p.23 col.l, suggested multi-

dimensional viewer [simulation, animation] , spreadsheet and 

database [addresses, appointments, course records], and word 

processing [parameterized letter] applications. 

As per claims 11-13, the recited limitations - ISO, TCP/IP, 

HTTP - are inherent the disclosed prior art. 

As per claim 14, Hansen teaches using markup language to 

specify the embedded program [p.25 col.2] . 

As per claims 15-16, they are rejected under similar rationale 

as for claims 1-2 above. 
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As per claims 17-22, the recited limitations 

-7-

volume 

visualization, 2d image, image analysis, animated sequences, 

geometric viewer, and molecular modeling - would have been a matter 

of design choice because they are merely a listing of possible uses 

and does not affect the method of providing controlling of the 

embedded program. Hansen disclosed applying the I enhanced 

document I ln simulations and animation [p. 24 col. 1] . Hence, the 

applications recited would have been obvious to one of ordinary 

skill in the art. 

As per claim 23, it is rejected under similar'rationale as for 

claim 4 above. 

As per claim 24, it is rejected under similar rationale as for 

claim 1 above. Hansen does not specifically disclose the step of 

transferring ... , accepting ••• I executing ... , communicating ... , 

using ... The steps recited is inherent in the disclosed prior art 

as modified because: 

It is well known in the art, at the time of the 

invention, that HTML documents can contains links, mapped 

(clickable) images, fill-in forms, etc. It is known that HTML 

documents transfers involves HTTP protocol messages. The 

process involves: 

transferring, over the networ,k, a hypermedia document 

[the HTML document] with embedded objects [URL links, mapped 

---------
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images, fill-in forms, etc.] from a server computer to the 

client computer; 

accepting first signals from the user input device 

[clicking on an URL link, or a mapped image, or a form's 

'submit' button] 

issuing commands [HTTP message with the linked URL, or 

coordinates where the mapped image was clicked, or the 

form's content] from the client computer to a first computer 

in response to the signal [it is known that an HTTP message 

in an HTML document can direct to any co~puter connected to 

the Internet that accept HTTP protocol]; 

executing instructions by the first computer and 

generate information about manipulating the embedded object 

[retrieving or generating a HTML document in response to the 

HTTP message]; 

communicating the information to the client [sending 

the resulting HTML document]; 

using the client to manipulate the embedded object 

[displaying the result HTML document by the browser] 

according to the communicated information [HTML tags in the 

received HTML document]. 

, 
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As per claims 25, 27, 29, 31, 33, an HTML document is a 

hypermedia document. 

As per claim 26, it is well known in the art to run 

application on multiple computer for faster performance. It 

would have been obvious for one of ordinary skill in the art to 

run the application on multiple computers because it would have 

reduce processing time. 

As per claim 28, the recited limitation is one of many 

possible applications for the method of claim 24. It would have 

been a matter of design choice to provide multi-dimensional image 

visualization application because the particular recited 

application does not affect the method of claim 24. It is well 

known in the art to provide multi-dimensional image visualization 

in the scientific community. Hence, it would have been obvious 

for one of ordinary skill in the art to provide multi-dimensional 

image visualization application in the prior art as modified 

because it would enable wide spread access to scientists to 

remotely analyze the images. 

As per claims 30, 32, 38, 40, the recited methods are well 

known in the art for manipulating 3D images. 

As per claim 34, it is a combination of claims 24 and 28. 

Hence, claim 34 is rejected under similar rationales as stated 

for claims 24 and 28 above. 
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As per claims 35, 37, 39, 41, 43, the World Wide Web is a 

distributed hypermedia environment. 

As per claim 36, it is rejected under similar rationale as 

for claim 26 above. 

As per claim 42, the method would have been inherent in the 

prior art as modified. It would have been obvious to one of 

ordinary skill in the art to accepted input indicating desired 

orientation in a multi-dimensional image visualization 

application because it would enable the user to effectively 

visualize and manipulate the multi-dimensional image. 

The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered 

pertinent to applicant's disclosure. 

Tim Berners-Lee, "Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) ", June 

1993, discusses and discloses features of HTML. 

Berstein et al., US patent 5,204,947, disclose method for 

providing links in hypermedia services without modifying the 

documents. 

Vertelney et al., US patent 5,202,828, teach user interface 

icon with embedded applications. 

Caro, US patent 4,949,248, teaches 'a system for shared remote 

access with application programs executing on more than one 

computer. 
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Swanson, US patent 5,390,314, teaches resource script that can 

be execute on various different computer systems. 

Any inquiry concerning this communication 
communications from the examiner should be directed 
whose telephone number is (703) 305-9655. The 
normally be reached on Monday-Thursday from 7:00 AM -
examiner can also be reached on alternate Friday. 

or earlier 
to Dung Dinh 
examiner can 
4:30 PM. The 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are 
unsuccessful, the examiner's supervisor, Thomas Lee can be reached 
at (703) 305-9717. The fax phone number for this group is (703) 
308-5359. 

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of 
this application should be' directed to the Group receptionist whose 
telephone number is (703) 305-9600. 

~-

D Dinh 
Patent Examiner 
May 3, 1996 
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I hereby certify that this correspondence is being 
deposited with the United States Postal Service as 
first class mai l ih an envelope addressed to: 
ssistant Commissioner for Patents, 
shington, D.C. 20231, PATENT 

J tf .. U .. 9(, Attorney Docket No. 023071-553 

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CRIW LLP 

~~ By __________ _ 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re application of: ) 
) 

MICHAEL D. DOYLE et al. ) 
) 

Application No.: 08/324,443 ) 
) 

Filed: 10/17/94 ) 
) 

For: EMBEDDED PROGRAM OBJECTS IN) 
DISTRIBUTED HYPERMEDIA ) 
SYSTEMS ) 

------------------------------) 
Assistant Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

E7afui~~l?:--)D. Dinh 

4rt Unit: 2317 

AMENDMENT 

RECEIVED 
AUG 20 1996 

-GROUp 2300 

Responsive to the Office Action mailed May 6, 1996, 

please amend the above identified application as follows: 

IN THE CLAIMS: I 
please cancel claim 16. 

I 
please amend the followin claims: 

1. A method for running an application 

program in a com uter network environment, comprising: 

providi least one client workstation and one 

network 

network 

a lication that 

identif 

document and for res 

initiate rocesses s 

to said network environment, wherein said 

a distributed hypermedia environment; 

at said client workstation a browser 

distributed h ermedia document to 

in the distributed h ermedia 

redetermined text formats to 

PH 001 0000783879 
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PATENT 

said browser to display [ing] , on said client 

workstation, a of a first hypermedia document 

received over id network from said server, wherein said first 

hypermedia within a first browser-

controlled said client workstation and wherein said 

~~~-=~~~====~~~~e~r~m~e~d==i=a~d~o~c~u=m~e=n~t includes an embed text 

an ob'ect external to the 

document and that s ecifies t e 

said browser to identif and locate an 

executable a external to the first distributed 

h ermedia 

ith said browser a lication said 

executable a rocess said ob'ect. within 

rolled window while a ortion of said first 

distributed h document continues to be dis ed within 

~~~~~~~-=====~==~~w~l='n==d=o~w [an embedded controllable 

application; and 

interactivel controlling said embedded controllable 

application from said. c ient workstation via communications sent 

over said distributed ermedia environment] . 

2. (Amended) 

executable a lication 

The method of claim I, wherein said 

a controllable a lication and further 

comprising the step of: 

interactivel said controllable a lication 

from said n via communications sent over said 

~d~i~s~t~r~l='b==u~t~e~d~h~~~~==~~~;=r~o=n=m~e=n==t [displaying is performed by 

using a hypermedia browser pplication]. 

3. (Amended) 

instructions for controllin 

method of claim 2, wherein 

said [embedded] controllable 

application reside on said n twork server, wherein said step of 

interactively controlling sa'd [embedded] controllable 

application includes the foIl 

issuing, from the c 

commands to the network 

substeps: 

workstation, one or more 

I 
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ting, on the network server, one or more 

instructions i response to said commands; 

PATENT 

send'ng information from said network server to said 

client workstat'on in response to said executed instructions; and 

sing said information at the client workstation 

to interactivel control said [embedded] controllable 

application. 

4. (Am The method of claim 2, wherein 

instructions for ontrolling said [embedded] controllable 

application resid on said client workstation. 

5. The method of claim 2, wherein the 

communications to nteractively control said [embedded] 

controllable applic from said client workstation continue to 

be exchanged the controllable application and the 

hypermedia browser 

program has been lau ched. 

the controllable application 

6 . The method of claim 3, wherein said 

[embedded] controllab e application is a multi-dimensional 

viewer. 

7. (Amended) The method of claim 3, wherein said 

[embedded] controllabl application is a spreadsheet program. 

8. (Amended) The method of claim 3, wherein said 

[embedded] controllable application is a database program. 

9 . (Amended) The method of claim 3, wherein said 

[embedded] controllable pplication is a word processor. 

14. method of claim 13, wherein 

HyperText used to specify said [embedded] 

controllable applica ion 'thin said hypermedia document. 
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15. A method for running an application 

program uter network environment, comprising: 

providi least one client workstation and one 

network 

including a plura 

said 

a lication that 

identif 

document 

initiate 

to said network environment, said network 

general purpose workstations, wherein 

is a distributed hypermedia environment; 

at said client workstation a browser 

rses a distributed h ermedia document to 

s included in the distributed h ermedia 

redetermined text formats to 

the text format· 

display [ing] , on said client 

a portion of a hypermedia document received 

over said network fro said server, wherein said hypermedia 

document is dis la ed within a browser controlled window and 

includes at least a f'rst [embedded]' text format that identifies 

and locates 

external to 

ensional data visualization application 

ermedia document; 

invokin lication said 

multi-dimensional isualization a lication· and 

interactively controlling said [embedded] multi

dimensional data visual zation application from within said 

browser window at said 

over said distributed h 

rendering is performed b 

workstations using distr 

(Amended) 

lient workstation via communications sent 

ermedia environment wherein data image 

said plurality of general purpose 

processing. 

The method of claim 15, wherein a 

hypermedia bowser is executing on the client workstation, 

wherein commu ications to 'interactively control said [embedded] 

controllable a lication from said client workstation continue to 

be exchanged 

hypermedia brows 

program has been 

controllable application and the 

even after the controllable application 
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24. A computer controlled method for 

PATENT 

interactively ontrolling an [embedded] external object referred 

to in a docume t displayed in a document window on a client 

computer, where'n the client computer includes a processor 

coupled to a di lay device and to a user input device, wherein 

the processor is further coupled to a computer network, wherein 

the computer net ork is coupled to a server computer and one or 

more additional c the server computer includes a 

local storage dev containing a document, wherein the document 

~~~~~~~t~o an [embedded] external object, wherein an 

application progra for manipulating the [embedded] object 

resides on a first dditional computer, the method comprising the 

following steps: 

the document from 

external 

identif and 

the network, at least a portion of 

server computer to the client computer; 

to locate a reference to the 

in the document· with the reference 

the external ob'ect· 

accepting f'rst signals from the user input device that 

indicate that the [ern dded] external object is to be 

manipulated; 

issuing the client computer to the first 

additional computer in esponse to the first signals; 

executing, by using the first additional computer, 

instructions in the app ication program in response to the issued 

commands, wherein the e ecuted instructions generate information 

about manipulating the [ mbedded] external object; 

communicating, via the network, the information about 

manipulating the [embedde ] external object from the first 

additional computer to th client computer; 

dis information in said document 

window at the and 

using the computer to manipulate the [embedded] 

object according to municated information displayed. 
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26. 

application program 

to the 

second additional co 

The method of claim 24, further 

executing instructions in a second 

additional computer in response 

the instructions executed by the 

uter result in information about 

dded] object being generated more quickly. 

28. The method of claim 26, wherein the 

[embedded] objec is a multi-dimensional image displayable in any 

of a plurality of 

A method for displaying a three 

dimensional i object on a client computer, wherein the client 

computer inclu s a processor coupled to a display device, 

wherein the pro essor is further coupled to a computer network, 

wherein the comp ter network is coupled to a server computer and 

one or more addit'onal computers, wherein the server computer 

includes a local containing a hypermedia document, 

wherein the hyperm dia document includes a reference indicating 

the identit ation of a three dimensional image object 

[embedded ternal to the hypermedia document, wherein 

the three image object is displayable in a plurality 

of orientations, the comprising the following steps: 

transferrin , over the network, at least a portion of 

the hypermedia from the server computer to the client 

computer; 

displaying in a document window on the display device, 

by using the processor, t least a portion of the hypermedia 

document, wherein the di played portion of the hypermedia 

document includes the 

a first orientation; 

dimensional image object displayed in 

computer to issue commands over the 

network; 

executing instruc 

response to the issued 

instructions determine 

three dimensional image obje 

on a first additional computer in 

nds, wherein the executed 

nd orientation for display of the 

PH 001 0000783884 
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second orientatio 

client computer; 

using t 

dimensional image 

via the network, information about the 

from the first additional computer to the 

nd 

client computer to redisplay the three 

bject in the second orientation. 

Please add the following claims: 

44. ( ew) A computer program product for use in a 

system having 

server coupled 

one client workstation and one network 

network environment, wherein said network 

environment is a 'stributed hypermedia environment, the computer 

program product co 

a compute medium having computer readable 

program code physica ly embodied therein for causing a client 

workstation to invok an external executable application 

referenced by a document to display and process an 

external object 

computer 

by the hypermedia document, said 

t further comprising: 

readable program code for causing said 

client to execute a browser application to parse 

a distributed hype media document to identify text formats 

included in the dis ributed hypermedia document and to 

respond to predeter formats to initiate processes 

specified by the tex format; 

computer r code for causing said 

client workstation utilize said browser to display, on 

said client workstati n, at least a portion of a first 

hypermedia document re eived over said network from said 

server, wherein said f rst hypermedia document is displayed 

within a first browser controlled window on said client 

workstation and wherein said, first distributed hypermedia 

document includes an em specifies the 

location of an object e distributed 

hypermedia document and hat specifies type information 

utilized by said browser to identify and locate an 

executable application ex ernal to the first distributed 

hypermedia document; 

I 
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client 

co uter readable program code for causing said 

tion to invoke, with said browser application, 

said executab e application to display and process said 

object within the first browser-controlled window while a 

portion of sa d first distributed hypermedia document 

continues to e displayed within said browser-controlled 

window. 

45. (New) The computer program product of claim 44, 

wherein said execut 

and further comprisi 

application is a controllable application 

computer r program code for causing said client 

workstation ctively control said controllable 

application from sai client workstation via communications sent 

over said distribute hypermedia environment. 

46. e computer program product of claim 45, 

wherein instructions or controlling said controllable 

application reside on said network server, wherein said step of 

interactively control ing said controllable application includes: 

computer re dable program code for causing said client 

workstation to issue, from the client workstation, one or more 

commands to the networ server; 

computer rea code for causing said network 

server to execute one r more instructions in response to said 

commands; 

computer rea able program code for causing said network 

sever to send informati n to said client workstation in response 

to said executed instru tions; and 

computer read ble program code for causing said client 

workstation to process id information at the client workstation 

to interactively control said controllable application. 

47. (New) The omputer program product of claim 45, 

wherein instructions for controlling said controllable 

application reside on sa d client workstation. 

PH 001 0000783886 
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wherein 

48. (New) The computer program product of claim 45, 

mmunications to interactively control said 

controllable pplication from said client workstation continue to 

be exchanged tween the controllable application and the 

hypermedia bro ser even after the controllable application 

program has be launched. 

49.. ew) The computer program product of claim 46, 

wherein trollable application is a multi-dimensional 

viewer. 

50. (N w) The computer program product of claim 46, 

wherein ollable application is a spreadsheet program. 

51. ) The computer program product of claim 46, 

wherein ollable application is a database program. 

52. The computer program product of claim 46, 

wherein lIable application is a word processor. 

53. (New) The computer program product method of claim 

52, wherein HyperTe t Markup Language is used to specify said 

controllable applic tion within said hypermedia document. 

54. (New) A computer program product for use in a 

system having at lea t one client workstation and one network 

server coupled to sa' network environment, wherein said network 

environment is a dist ibuted hypermedia environment, the computer 

program product compr 

a computer medium having computer readable 

program code physicall embodied therein for running an 

application program in a network environment being a distributed 

hypermedia environment 0 process an external object referenced 

by the hypermedia 

comprising: 

said 

said computer program product further 

program code for causing 

station to execute a browser 

PH 001 0000783887 
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ributed hypermedia document and to respond to 

etermined text formats to initiate processes 

by the text format; 

PATENT 

computer readable program code for causing 

said client work station to utilize said browser to 

disp ay at least a portion of a hypermedia document 

rece·ved over said network from said server, wherein 

said ypermedia document is displayed within a browser 

lIed window and includes at least a first text 

that identifies and locates a multi-dimensional 

data isualization application external to the 

distri uted hypermedia document; 

computer readable program code for causing 

said c ient work station to invoke, through said 

browser application, said multi-dimensional data 

visuali ation aplication; and 

computer readable program code for causing 

said cl ent work station to interactively control said 

multi-d·mensional data visualization application from 

id browser. window at said client workstation 

nications sent over said distributed 

hypermed'a environment wherein data image rendering is 

performed said plurality of general purpose 

workstati using distributed processing. 

55. (New) computer program product for use in a 

system including a c which includes a processor 

coupled to a display evice and to a user input device, wherein 

the processor is furt er coupled to a computer network, wherein 

the computer network's coupled to a server computer and one or 

more additional comput rs, wherein the server computer includes a 

local storage device c ntaining a hypermedia document, wherein 

the hypermedia documen includes a reference to an external 

object, wherein an appl'cation program for manipulating the 

I 
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t resides on a first additional computer, the computer 

product comprising: 

a computer usable medium having computer readable 

program code physically embodied therein for interactively 

controll'ng an external object referred to in a hypermedia 

document isplayed in a document window on a client computer, 

product further comprising: 

computer readable program code for causing 

s id network to transfer at least a portion of the 

ermedia document from the server computer to the 

computer readable program code for causing 

work station to parse said hypermedia 

to locate a reference to the external object 

in the hypermedia document, with the reference 

and locating the external object; 

computer readable program code for causing 

nt work station to accept first signals from 

the user input device that indicate that the external 

object is to be manipulated; 

computer readable program code for causing 

said clien work station to issue commands from the 

to the first additional computer in 

response to the first signals; 

co puter readable program code for causing 

said first a ditional computer to execute instructions 

in the applic tion program in response to the issued 

commands, wher the executed instructions generate 

information ab manipulating the external object; 

er readable program code for causing 

said first addit'onal computer to communicate, via the 

network, 

external 
the client compute 

computer 

said 

about manipulating the 

the first additional computer to 

program code for causing 
display communicated 

PH 001 0000783889 
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said 

said document window at the client 

and 

computer readable program code for causing 

ient work station to manipulate the object 

communicated information displayed. 

56. ) A computer program product for use in a 

system including client computer which includes a processor 

coupled to a displ y device, wherein the processor is further 

coupled to a er network, wherein the computer network is 

coupled to a computer and one or more additional 

computers, he server computer includes a local storage 

device containing wherein the hypermedia 

document includes a eference indicating the identity and 

location of a three imensional image object external to the 

hypermedia document, herein the three dlmensional image object 

is displayable in a p of orientations, the computer 

program product compr 

a computer u medium having computer readable 

program code physicall embodied therein for displaying a three 

dimensional image exte nal object referred to in a document 

displayed in a documen 

computer program 

said network 

client 

a client computer, said 

further comprising: 

uter readable program code for causing 

o transfer at least a portion of the 

from the server computer to the 

computer readable program code for causing 

said station to display, in a document 

window on the d splay device, by using the processor, 

at least a port the hypermedia document, wherein 

the displayed p of the hypermedia document 

e dimensional image object displayed 

in a first orien 

readable program code for using the 

client computer t issue commands over the network; 

PH 001 0000783890 
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co puter readable program code for executing 

instruction 0 a first additional computer in response 

to the issued commands, wherein the executed 

instructions 

of the three 

compu 

communicating, 

second orientati 

to the 

client computer 

image object in 

second orientation for display 

ensional image object; 

readable program code for 

the network, information about the 

from the first additional computer 

and 

readable program code for using the 

redisplay the three dimensional 

e second orientation. ~ 

REMARKS 

Claims 1-43 have been examined, claims 1-9, 14, 15, 23, 

24, 26, 28 and 34 are amended, claim 16 is cancelled, and claims 

44-56 have been added. Accordingly, claims 1-15 and 17-56 are 

now pending in the application. Reexamination and 

reconsideration are requested. 

Claims 1-4 and 15-16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. Sec. 

102(a) as being anticipated by the University of Southern 

California's Mercury Project (in public use from Sept. 15, 1994 

to March 31, 1995 at http://www.usc.edu/dept/raiders/). 

The present invention, as defined for example in 

amended claim 1, includes the steps of executing, at the client 

workstation, a browser application that parses a distributed 

hypermedia document to identify text formats included in the 

distributed hypermedia document and for responding to text 

formats to initiate processes specified by that text format. The 

browser is also utilized to display at least a portion of the 

distributed hypermedia document within a browser-controlled 

window. 

The distributed hypermedia document includes an embed 

text format the specifies the location of an object external to 

the distributed hypermedia document and that specifies type 

information utilized by the browser to identify and locate an 

executable application external to the distributed hypermedia 

PH 001 0000783891 
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document. The browser invokes the executable application to 

display and process the object within the browser window. 

The Mercury Project is an interactive Web page that 

utilizes CGI (Common Gateway Interface) scripts and the HTML 

<FORM> tag to facilitate interaction between the user and the Web 

page. 

CGI is a protocol that allows a Web server and an 

external program to communicate. An example is a form which 

utilizes the following HTML format: 

<FORM 

ACTION="identity of program to invoke on server" 

METHOD="specify method of reading info" 

>. 

<INPUT 

TYPE="type" 

NAME = "name" 

SIZE="size" 

> 

etc. 

</FORM> 

Information is entered by the user and passed through 

the Web server to the CGI server identified by the ACTION= 

attribute. The CGI program generates a new result Web page which 

is sent back to the browser and displayed in place of the 

original page displayed in the browser-window. 

For example, at the bottom of page 2 of the cited 

document it is stated that after clicking on the map the arm will 

move and a new image will be returned. 

The HTML of the page 2 of the cited Mercury Project 

document is appended to this amendment. The page has been 

decommissioned so the <FORM> tags' have been removed. However, it 

is apparent that all images are in-line GIF and MPEG images 

identified by their extensions. Also, appended is a page linked 

to the Mercury page, the Telegarden, page that utilizes the 

<FORM> tag to execute control. 

PH 001 0000783892 
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The <FORM> tag causes the browser to send a string of 

characters, entered into a form in the original HTML document, to 

the Web server application. The Web server invokes a CGI 

application identified by the ACTION= attribute of the tag and 

passes the string to the CGI application. In response to the 

character string the server application generates and sends a new 

HTML document to be displayed by the browser in place of the 

ordinal HTML document. 

For example, in the Mercury Project when the arm is 

moved by clicking on an in-line image included in a first HTML 

document, displayed in a first browser-controlled window, a 

string is sent to the Web server with information on how far the 

arm is moved. The Web server invokes the CGI server which 

generates a new HTML document with an in-line image showing the 

arm in the new position and sends the new document to the browser 

to be displayed in place of the first HTML document. Some 

browsers would cache the first HTML document so that the first 

and new HTML documents could be viewed in different windows. 

In the Telegarden page, a new HTML document including a 

revised image of the garden is sent by the server and displayed 

by the browser in place of the original document. Also, forms 

are very popular in search pages where a new HTML document is 

sent by the sever and displayed by the browser in place of the 

original document to show the results of the search. 

The examiner states that the Mercury Project operated 

using a method substantially as claimed. This rejection is 

respectfully traversed for the following reasons. 

There is no disclosure of the claimed step of utilizing 

a browser to display a first hypermedia document in a first 

window with the hypermedia document including a tag format 

specifying the location of an external object and an external 

executable application. As described above, the Mercury Project 

utilizes CGI where a <FORM> tag identifies a program on the 

server but not an external object. Additionally, the claimed 

step of invoking the executable object to display and process the 

object within the first browser-controlled window while a portion 

of the first hypermedia document is displayed is not disclosed. 

PH 001 0000783893 
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In the Mercury Project a new HTML document is generated at the 

server and displayed by the browser in a new window. 

The claimed combination is fundamentally different from 

the Mercury Project. In the claimed combination, the external 

object and executable object are embedded by reference in the 

HTML document and the object is displayed and processed within 

the same window where a portion of the original document is 

displayed. In the Mercury Project information is passed back to 

the server and a new document is generated and displayed. There 

is no display and processing the external object within the 

window in which a portion of the original document is displayed. 

A major difference between CGI and the claimed 

combination is that in CGI there is no enforced continuity 

between the documents. The CGI responds to form information by 

generating new documents each being a static document independent 

of the previous document which generated the form string passed 

to the Web server. For example, in the Mercury Project separate, 

independent HTML documents are generated for each position of the 

arm. There is no disclosure of the claimed step of invoking the 

executable application to display and process said object within 

the window while a portion of the first distributed hypermedia 

document is displayed in the window. 

Thus, unlike CGI, the claimed executable application 

does not generate a static HTML document to be displayed in place 

of the first document but displays and processes the object in a 

portion of the window. 

Claims 1-43 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. Sec. 103 as 

being unpatentable over Applicant's disclosed prior art and 

further in view of Hansen "Enhancing Documents with Embedded 

Programs: How Ness Extends Insets in the Andrew ToolKit". 

The Hansen reference discloses embedding an executable 

script in a document.· The Ness script is a sequence of attribute 

specifications, i.e., declarations of global variables, global 

functions, and extend blocks. An extend block associates a set 

of contained attributes with some named object and has the 

following syntax: 

extend <name> 

PH 001 0000783894 
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where <name> must be a string constant giving the name of the 

associated object. (Page 25). One attribute is an event 

specification such a mouse click. 

The operation of Ness scripts is illustrated in the 

"Extended Birthday Card" example at pages 30 and 31. Note that 

the object named is: extend "visible cake". Both the executable 

script and the object to be manipulated are within the document. 

In view of the above, it is believed that the claims 

are not obvious over the disclosed prior art in view of Hansen. 

There is no disclosure in the references, singly or in 

combination, of displaying a hypermedia document in a first 

window including a text format specifying the location of an 

external object and identifying an external executable 

application or of invoking the external application to display 

and process the external object within the first window. 

The system of Ness provides for interaction with an 

object embedded in a document by executing code embedded in the 

document. However, there is no teaching or suggestion of the 

claimed system of utilizing a browser to invoke an external 

application identified by an original document, being displayed 

by a browser within a first window, to display and process an 

external object within the first window. 

In view of. the above, claim 1 is deemed to be 

patentable over the cited references. 

Claim 15 recites that the browser application invokes 

an external application which is a multi-dimensional 

visualization application. The multi-dimensional visualization 

application is controlled from within the browser window via 

communications sent over the distributed hypermedia environment. 

As described in the application, a 3-D image, located 

external to the original document, may be displayed within the 

first window and processed by an executable application external 

to the browser. 

Thus, unlike the Mercury Project, a multi-dimensional 

object may be displayed and manipulated within the browser window 
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by an application running on a remote computer. Also, Ness is 

distinguished because in the Ness system the application code is 

included in the hypermedia document. Thus, the combination 

claimed in claim 15 is a significant advance over systems such as 

disclosed in Hanson or the Mercury Project and is not suggested 

by any of the cited references. 

Claim 24 recites accepting first signals from a user 

input device indicating that the external object, referenced in a 

hypermedia document displayed in a document window on a client 

computer, is to be manipulated. Commands are issued to a first 

additional computer in response to the first signal and the first 

additional computer responds to the commands by executing 

instructions in the application program to generate information 

about manipulating the external object. The information is 

communicated to the client computer which displays the 

information in the document window and is used to manipulate the 

object according to the information displayed. 

As described above, in the Mercury Project an object in 

a document window can not be manipulated. The user can indicate 

a desired change to the object, e.g., move the arm, which is 

communicated to the Web server and transferred to the CGI server. 

The CGI server then generates a new document with an image 

showing the arm moved and transfers the new document back to the 

client which displays the new document in place of the original 

document. Thus, the Mercury Project does not provide for 

interaction with an object displayed in browser window. 

Additionally, as discussed in the specification, the requirement 

of sending a new hypermedia document to display each image change 

consumes bandwidth on the network. 

The Ness disclosure does not teach using an application 

on a first additional computer to manipulate an object external 

to the hypermedia document within' document window. In Ness both 

the object and application are included within the document 

displayed. While this feature enhances interactivity with 

documents, the application is executed on the computer displaying 

the document. 
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In contrast, in the combination of claim 24 the first 

computer could be much more powerful than the client computer to 

run an application performing, for example, 3-D visualization or 

CAD/CAM programs, and the results could be displayed in the 

document window of client computer in the form of a PC or network 

computer. 

Accordingly, the subject matter of claim 24 is not 

disclosed or suggested by the cited references, singly or in 

combination. 

~n claim 24, the hypermedia document displayed in a 

document window on the client computer references an external 

object which is a three dimensional object to be displayed in a 

plurality of orientations. The external object is displayed in a 

first orientation within the document window. Commands are 

issued to a first additional computer in response to the first 

signal and the first additional computer responds to the commands 

by execute instructions in the application program to generate 

information about a second orientation of the external object. 

The information is communicated to the client computer which 

redisplays the external object in the second orientation within 

the document window. 

The subject matter of claim 34 differs from the cited 

references for reasons similar to those discussed above with 

reference to claim 24. Again, the claimed system allows for a 

much more powerful first additional computer to perform 

calculations to reorient an object with the results communicated 

to the client computer to redisplay the object in a new 

orientation. 

The claims added herein are of similar scope to the 

examined claims but are recited in the form of computer readable 

code, embodied on a computer readable medium, for causing a 

computer to effect the novel steps recited in the method claims 

previously examined. 

In view of the foregoing, Applicants believe all claims 

now pending in this application are in condition for allowance. 

The issuance of a formal Notice of Allowance at an early date is 

respectfully requested. 

, 
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If the Examiner believes a telephone conference would 

expedite prosecution of this application, please telephone the 

undersigned at (415) 576-0200. 

Respectfully sUbmitted; (I 
A~'_ r:LJ~ 

Charles E. Krueger 
Reg. No. 30,077 

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP 
Two Embarcadero Center, 8th Floor 
San Francisco, California 94111-3834 
(415) 576-0200 
Fax (415) 576-0300 
CEK:db 
s:\02307I\553\amend.Ol 

---------------_._---------------
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A1MlWJ'lRhJld TOWNSEND and CREW LLP Atty. Docket No. 023071-055300US 
Center, 8th Floor 

94111-3834 Date August 6, 1996 

I hereby certify that this is being deposited with the United 
States Postal Service as first class mail in an envelope 
addressed to: 

Filed 10/17/94 

Group Art Unit 2317 
For EMBEDDED PROGRAM OBJECTS IN 

DISTRIBUTED HYPERMEDIA SYSTEMS 

THE ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

Assistant Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D. C. 20231. 

, ECEIVED 
AUG 20 '996 

GROUfJ 2~UO 
Transmitted herewith is an .amendment in the above-identified application. 

[l Enclosed is a petition to extend time to respond. 

[Xl Small entity status of this application under 37 CFR 1.9 and 1.27 has been established by a verified statement 
previously submitted. 

[l A verified statement to establish small entity status under 37 CFR 1.9 and 1.27 is enclosed. 

[Xl A document entitled USC Mercury Project: Inteiface 
If any extension of time is needed, then this response should be considered a petition therefor. 

The filing fee has been calculated as shown below: 
OTHER THAN A 

(Col. 1) (Col. 2) (Col. 3) SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY 

CLAIMS HIGHEST NO. 
REMAINING PREVIOUSLY PRESENT 

AFTER PAID FOR EXTRA 
AMENDMENT 

TOTAL 56* MINUS 43** =13 

INDEP. 8* MINUS 4*** = 4 

[ ] FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE 

* If the entry in Col. 1 is less than the entry in Col. 2, 
write "0" in Col. 3. 

RATE ADDIT. RATE 
FEE OR 

1= $143 x22= 

x39= $156 x78= 

25= $ +250= 

TOTAL $299 OR TOTAL 
ADDIT. FEE 

** If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, write "20" in this space. 

*** If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, write "3" in this space. 

ADDIT. 
FEE 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number found from the equivalent 
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r:Lf~ BY ______________________ __ 

IN THE UNITEO STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re application of: 

MICHAEL D. DOYLE et al. 

Application No.: 08/324,443 

Filed: 10/17/94 

For: EMBEDDED PROGRAM OBJECTS 
DISTRIBUTED HYPERMEDIA 
SYSTEMS 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

IN) 
) 
) 

------------------------------) 
Assistant Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

Examiner: D. Dinh ,- n~ 
\ , .... , .. ., 

Art Unit: 2317 ("'if' , 

AMEND~NI 

Responsive to the Office Action mailed May 6, 1996, 

please amend the above identified application as follows: 

IN THE CLAIMS·: 

Please eancel claim ~6. 

Pleas$ amend the following claims; 

1. (Amended) A method for' running an application 

program in a computer network environment, comprising: 

providing at least one client workstation and one 

network server coupled to said network environment, wherein said 

network environment is a distributed hypermedia environment; 

~xecutin~. at said cli~nt workstation, a browser . 

ayplication. that parses a distributed hypermedia dQcument tq 

identify t~xt formats included in the ~istributed hypermedia 

dQ~ument and for responding to Phedeterroined text format§ ~ 

init;Late Rroce§!SeS specified by the teJCt format ... 
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utilizing said browser tg display [ing] , on said client 

workstation, at least a portion of a fi~st hypermedia document 
received over said network from said server, .wherein said first 

hypermedia document is displayea ~ithin a first browser
cQntrolled window on said cli~nt workstation and wherein ~a~d 
first distributeg hypermedia dgcument includes an embed tex~ 

format that specifies the location of an object external to the 

first distributed hypermedia document and that spec~fies type 

information utilized by said browser to identify and lQcate an 

~xecutaQle application §xternal to the first distribute; 
hygermedia document; 

~nvoking! with said brQ~ser aRplication. saig 
§~ecutahle application to dis~lay and proc~ss·said object within 
the first browser-cQntr91led window while a portion of saig first 

di§tri~uted bypermedia document continu§§ to be displayed w1thin 

said prowser~gontrolled window [an embedded controllable 

applicationj and 
interactively controlling said embedded controllable 

application from said client workstation via communications sent 
over said distributed hypermedia environment] . 

2. (Amended) The method of claim 1, wherein said 

executable application is a ~ontrollable ,application and further 
comprising the step of: , 

interactively controlling said controllable application 

from said client workstation via communications sent over said 
di§tributeg hypermedia environment [displaying is performed by 

using a hypermedia browser application] . 

3. (Amended) The method of claim 2, wherein 
instructions for controlling said [embedded] controllable 
application reside on said network server, wherein said step of 

interactively controlling said [embedded] controllable 
application includes the following substeps: 

issuing, from the client workstation, one or more 
commands to the network server; 

'--------.---.-----~ 
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executing, on the network server, one or more 

instructions in response to said commands; 

sending information from said network server to said 

client workstation in response to said executed instructions; and 

processing said information at .the client workstation 

to interactively control said [embedded] controllable 

application. 

4. (Amended) The method of claim 2, wherein 

instructions for controlling said [embedded] controllable 

applic~tion reside on said client workstation. 

5. (Amended The method of claim 2, wherein the 

communica.tions to interactively control said (embedded) 

controllable application from said client workstation continue to 

be exchanged between the controllable application and the 

hypermedia browser e~en after the controllable application 
program has been launched. 

6. (Amended) The method of claim 3, wherein said 

[embedded] controllable application is a multi-dimensional 

viewer. 

7. (Amended) The method of claim 3, wherein said 

[embedded] controllable application 'is a spreadsheet program. 

B. (Amended) The method of claim 3, wherein said 

(embedded] controllable application is a database program. 

9 . (Amended) The method of claim 3, wherein said 

[embedded) controllable application is a word processor. 

14. (Amended) The method of claim 13, wherein 

HyperText Markup ~an9uage is used to specify said [embedded) 

controllable application within said hypermedia document. 

PH 001 0000783904 
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15_ (Amended) A method for running an application 

program in a computer network environment, comprising: 

providing at leaat one client workstation and one 

network server coupled to said network environment, said network 

including a plurality of general purpose workstations, ~herein 

aaid network environment is a distributed hypermedia environment; 

~ecuting, at saig client workstation, a.browser 

application, that parses a gistributed hypermedia dRcument tQ 

igentify text formats inqluded in the distr~buted hypermedia 

document and for kes£ondinq to predeterm1ned t@~t fQrm~ts tq 

initiate processes specified by the text formati 

utilizing said browser to display (ing] , on said client 

workstation, at least a portion of a hypermedia document received 

over said network from said server, wherein said hypermedia 

document is displayed within a browser controlled winggw an~ 

includes at least a first [embedded]- text fqrmat that identifies 

snd locates a multi-dimensional data vi~ualization application 

external to the di§tributed hypermedia document; 

invoking, with said brow~er application, said 

IDMlti-dimensignal data visualization aplicationi and 

interactively controlling said [embedded) multi

dimensional data visuaXization application from within said 

prowser window at said client workstation via communications sent 

over said distributed hypermedia environment wherein data image 

rendering is performed by said plurality of general purpose 

workstations using distributed processing_ 

23. (Amended) The method of claim ~5, wherein a 

hypermedia browser is executing on the client workstation, 

wherein communications to interactively control-said [embedded] 

controllable application from said client workstation continue to 

be exchanged between the controllable application and the 

hypermedia bro'Wsereven after the controllable application 

program has been launched. 
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24. (Amended) A computer controlled method for 

interactively controlling an [embedded) external object relerred 

to in a document displayed in a dgcument windQ~ on a client 

computer, wherein the client computer includes a processor 

coupled to a display device and to a user input device. wherein 

t.he processor is further coupled to a computer network, wherein 

the computer network is coupled to a server computer and one or 

more additional computers, wherein the server comput~r includes a 

local storage device containing a document. wherein the document 

includes a reference to an [embedded) external object. wherein an 

application program for manipulating the [embedded] object 

resides on a first additional computer, the method comprising the 

following steps: 

transferring, over the network, at least a portion of 

the document from the server computer to the client computer; 

~ar~in9 said gocument to locate a reference to the 

external object included in the document. with the reference 

id§ntifying ang locating the external object; 

accepting first signals from the user input device that 

indicate that the [embedded] external object is to be 

manipulated; 

issuing commands from the client computer to the first 

additional computer in response to the first signals; 

executing, by using the first additional computer, 

instructions in the application p;ogram in response to the issued 

commands, wherein the executed instructions generate information 

about manipulating the [embedded] exte~al object; 

communicating, via the network, the inf·ormation about 

manipulating the [embedded] ~xternal object from the first 

additional computer to the client computer; 

displaying cqmmunicated intormation in Raid document 

wingow at the client cgmputer; and 

using the client com~uter to manipulate the [embedded] 

obj ect according to the communicated informat'ion displayed. 

PH 001 0000783906 
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2G. (Amended) The method of claim 24, further 

comprising the steps of executing instructions in a second 

applicati~n program on a second additional computer in response 

to the issued commands, wherein the instructions executed by the 

second additional computer result in information about 
manipulating the [embedded) object being generated more quickly. 

28. (Amended) The method of claim 26, wherein the 

(embedded] object is a multi-dimensional image displayable in any 

of a plurality of orientations. 

34. (Amended) A method for displaying a three 

dimensional image object on a cli~nt computer, wher~in the client 

computer includes a proces~or coupled to a display device, 

wherein the proces~or is further coupled to a computer network, 

wherein the computer network is coupled to a server computer and 

one or more additional computers. wherein the server computer 

includes a local storage device containing a hypermedia document, 

wherein the hypermedia document includes a ~eference indicating 

the identity and locatiQn ot a three dimensional image object 

[embedded within] external tQ the hypermedia document, wherein 

the three dimensional image object is displayable in a plurality 
of orientations, the method comprising the following steps: 

transferring, over the network, at least a portion of 

the hypermedia dccument from the s~rver computer to the client 

computeri 

displaying in a document window on the display device, 

by using the processor, at least a portion of the hypermedia 

document, wherein the displayed portion of the hypermedia 

document includes the three dimensional image object displayed in 

a first orientation; 

using the, client computer to issue commands over the 

network; 

executing instruction on a first additional computer in 

response to the issued commands, wherein the executed 

instructions determine a second orientation for display of the 

three dimensional image objecti 

PH 001 0000783907 
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communicating, via the network, information a~out the 

second orientation from the first additional computer to the 

client computer; and 

using the client computer to redisplay the three 

dimensional image object in the second orientation. 

please add the following claims: 

44. (New) A computer program product for use in a 

system having at least one client workstation and one network 

server coupled to said network environment, wherein said network 

environment is a distributed hypermedia environment, the computer 

program product comprising: 

a computer usable medium having computer readable 

program code physically embodied therein for causing a client 

workstation to invoke an external executable application 

referenced by ~ hypermedia document to display and process an 

external object referenced by the hypermedia document, said 

computer program product further compriSing: 

computer readable program code for causing said 

client workstation to execute a browser 'application to parpe 

a distributed hypermedia document to identify text formats 

included in the distributed hypermedia document and to 

respond to predetermined text formats t9 initiate processes 

specified by the text formatj 

computer readable program code for causing said 

client workstation to utilize said browser to display,. on 

said client workstation, at least a portion of a first 

hypermedia document received over said network from said 

server, wherein said first hypermedia document is displayed 

within a first browser-controlled window on said client 

workstation and wherein said first distributed hypermedia 

document includes an embed text format that specifies the 

location of an object ext~rnal to the first distributed 

hypermedia document and that specifies type information 

utilized by said browser to identify and locate an 

executable application external to the first distributed 

hypermedia document; 

PH 001 0000783908 
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computer readable program code for causing said 

client workstation to invoke, with said browser application, 

said executable application to display and process said 

object within the first browser-controlled window while a 

portion of said first distributed hypermedia document 

continues to be displayed within said.browser-controlled 

window. 

45. (New) The computer program product of claim 44, 

wherein said executable application is a controllable application 

and further comprising! 

computer readable program code for causing said client 

workstation to interactively control said controllable 

application from said client workstation via communications sent 

over said distributed hypermedia environment. 

46. (New) The computer progra~ product of claim 45, 

wherein instructions for controlling said contrdllable 

application reside on said network server, wherein said step of 

interactively controlling said controllable application includes~ 

co~puter readable program code for causing said client 

workstation to issue, from the client workstation, one or more 

commands to the network server; 

computer readable program code for causing said network 

server to execute one or more instructions in response to said 

comma.nds; 

computer readable 'program code for causing said network 

sever to send information to said client workstation in response 

to said executed instructions; and 

computer readable program code for causing said client 

workstation to process said information at the client workstation 

to interactively control said controllable application. 

47. (New) The computer program product of claim 45, 

Wherein instructions for controlling said controllable 

application reside on said client workstation. 

--'------------------
PH 001 0000783909 
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48. (New) The computer program product of claim 45, 

wherein the communications to interactively control said 

controllable application from said client workstation continue to 

be exchanged between the controllable application and the 

hypermedia browser even after the controllable application 

program has been launched. 

49. (New) The computer program product of claim 46, . 

wherein said controllable application is a multi-dimensional 

viewer. 

SO. (New) The computer program product of claim 46, 

wherein said controllable application is a spreadsheet program . 

51. (New) The computer program product of claim 46, 

wherein said controllable application is a database program. 

52. (New) The computer program product of claim 46, 

wherein said controllable application is a word 'processor. 

53. (New) The computer program product method of claim 

52, wherein HyperText Markup Language is used to specify said 

controllable application within said hypermedia document. 

54. (New) A computer program product for Use in ~ 

system having at least one c~ient workstation and one network 

server coupled to said network environment, wherein said network 

environment is a distributed hypermedia environment, the computer 

program product comprising: 

a computer usable medium having computer readable 

progxam code physically embodied therein for running an 

application program in a network environment being a distributed 

hypermedia environment to process an external object referenced 

by the hypermedia document, said computer program product further 

comprising: 

computer readable program code for causing 

said client work station to execute a browser 

PH 001 0000783910 
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application, that parses a distributed hypermedia 

document to identify text formats included in the 

distributed hypermedia document and to respond to 

predetermined text formats to initiate processes 

specified by the text format; 

computer readable program code for causing 

said client work station to utilize said browser to 

display at least a portion of a hypermedia document 

received over said network from said server J ~herein 

said hypermedia document is displayed within a browser 

controlled window and.includes at least a first text 

format that identifies and locates a multi-dimensional 

data visualization application external to the 

distributed hyp~rmedia document; 
computer readable program code for causing 

said client work stat~on to invoke, through said 

browser application, said multi-dimensional data 

visualization aplication; and 

computer readable program code for causing 

said client work station to interactively control said 

multi-dimensional data visualization application from 

within said browser window at said client workstation 

via communications sent over said distributed 

hypermedia environment wherein data image rendering is 

performed by said plurality of general purpose 

workstations using distributed processing. 

55. (New) A computer program product for use in a 

system including a client computer which includes a processor 

coupled to a display device and to a user input device, wherein 

the processor is further coupled to a computer network, ~herein 

the computer network is coupled to a server computer and one or 

more additional computers, wherein the server computer includes a 

local storage device containing a hypermedia document, wherein 

the hypermedia document includes a reference to an external 

Object, wherein an application program for manipulating the 

PH 001 0000783911 
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object resides on a first additional computer, the computer 

program product comprising: 

a computer usable medium having computer readable 

program code physically embodied therein for interactively 

controlling an external object referred to in a hypermedia 

document displayed irt a document window on a client computer, 

said computer program product further comprising: 

computer readable program code for causing 

said network to transfer at least a portion of the 

hypermedia document from the server computer to the 

client computer; 

computer readable program code for causing 

said client work station to parse said hypermedia 

document to locate a reference to the external object 

included in the hypermedia document/ with the reference 

identifying and locating the external object; 

computer readable program code for causing 

said client work station to accept first signals from 

the user input device that indicate that the external 

object is to be manipulated; 

computer readable program code for causing 

said client work station to issue commands from the 

client computer to the first additional computer in 

response to the first signals; 

computer readable program code for causing 

said first additional computer to execute instructions 

in the application program in response to the issued 

commands, wherein the executed instruC!t:.ions generate 

information about manipulating the external object; 

computer readable program code for causing 

said first additional computer to communicate/ via the 

network, the information about manipulating the 

externalobjeC!t from the first additional computer to 

the client computer; 

computer readable program code for causing 

said client work station to display communicated 
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information in said document window at the client 

computer; and 

computer readable program code for causing 

said client work station to manipulate the object 

according to the communicated information displayed. 

56. (New) A computer program product for use in a 

system including a client computer which includes a processor 

coupled to a display device, wherein the processor is further 

coupled to a computer network, wherein the computer network is 

coupled to a server computer and one or more additional 

computers, wherein the server computer includes a local storage 

de~ice containing a hypermedia document, wherein the hypermedia 

document includes a reference indicating the identity and 

location of a three dimensional image object external to the 

hypermedia document, wherein the three dimensional image object 

is displayable in a plurality of orient~tions, the computer 

program product comprising: 

a computer usable medium having computer readable 

program coda physicallY embodied therein for displaying a three 

dimensional image external object referred to in a document 

displayed in a document window on a client computer, said 

computer program product fUrther comprising: 

computer readable program code for causing 

said network to transfer at least a portion of the 

hypermedia document from the server computer to the 

client computer; 

computer readable program code for causing 

said client workstation to display, in a document 

window on the display device, by using the processor, 

at least a portion of the hypermedia document, wherein 

the displayed portion of the hypermedia document 

includes the three dimensional image object displayed 

in a first orientation; 

computer readable program code for using the 

client computer to issue commands over the network; 

------------
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computer readable program coae for executing 
instruction on a first additional computer in response 

to the issued commands, wherein the executed 

instructions determine a second orientation for display 
of the three dimensional image object; 

computer readable program code for 
communicating, via the network, information about the 
second orientation from the first additional computer 
to the client computer; and 

computer readable program code for using the 
client ~omputer to redisplay the three dimensional 
image obje~t in the second orientation. 

REMARKS 

Claims 1-43 have been examined, claims 1-9, 14, 15. 23, 

24, 26, 28 and 34 are amended I claim 16 is cancelled, and claims 
44,-56 ha.ve been added. Accordingly, claims 1-15 and 17 S6 are 
now pending in the application. Reexamination and 
reconsideration are requested. 

Claims ~-4 and 15-16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. Sec_ 

102{a) as being anticipated by the University of Southern 

California's Mercury Project (in public use from Sept. ~51 1994 

to March 31, 1995 at http://www.usc.edu/deptjraiders/) . 

The present invention, as defined for example in 

amended claim 1, includes the steps of executing, at the client 

workstation, a browser application that parses a distributed 

hypermedia document to identify text formats included in the 
distributed hypermedia document and for responding to text 
formats to initiate processes specified by that text format. The 
browser is also utilized to display at least a portion of the 

distributed hypermedia document within a browser-controlled 

window. 
The distributed hypermedia document includes an embed 

text format the specifies the location of an object external to 
the distributed hypermedia document and that specifies type 
information utilized by the browser to identify and locate an 
executable application external to the distributed hypermedia 

PH 001 0000783914 
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" 
document. The browser invokes the executable application to 

display and process the object within the browser window. 

The Mercury Project i9 an interactiv~ Web page that 

utilizes CQI (Common Gateway Interface) scripts and the HTML 

<FORM> tag to facilitate interaction between the user and the Web 
page. 

CGI is a protocol that allows a Web server and an 

external program to communicate. An example is a form which 

utilizes the following HTML format: 

<FORM 

ACTION"",lIidentity of program to invoke on server ll 

METHODoc"specify method of reading info" 
:>. 

<INPUT 
TYPE= II type II 

NAME,., II name II 

SIZE:!l':lfsizel! 

etc. 

</FORM:> 

Information is entered by the user and passed through 

the Web server to the CGI server identified by the ACTION~ 

attribute. The CGI program generates a new result Web page which 

is sent back to the browser and displayed in place of the 

original page displayed in the browser-window. 

For example, at 'the bottom of page 2 of the cited 

document it is stated that after, clicking on the map the arm will 

move and a new image will be returned. 

The HTML of the page 2 of the cited Mercury Project 

document is appended to this amendment. The page has been 
decommissioned so the <FORM, tags have been removed. However, it 

is apparent that all images are in~line GIF and MPEG images 

identified by their extensions. Also, appended is a page linked 

to the Mercury page, the Telegarden, page that utilizes the 

<FORM> tag to execute control. 

PH 001 0000783915 
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The ~PORM> tag causes the browser to send a string of 

characters, entered into a form in the original ETML document, to 

the Web server application. The Web se~er invokes a CGI 

application identified by the ACTION~ attribute of the tag and 

passes the string to the CGI application. In response to the 

character string the server application generates and sends a new 

HTML document to be displayed by the browser in place of the 

ordinal HTML document. 

For example, in the Mercury Proj'ect when the arm is 

moved by clicking on an in-line image included in a first HTML 

document, displayed in a first browser-controlled window, a 

string is sent to the Web server with information on how far the 

arm is moved. The Web server invokes the CGI server which 

generates a new HTML document with an in-line image showing the 

arm in the new position and sends the new document to the browser 

to be displayed in place of the first HTML document. Some 

browsers would cache the first HTML document so that the first 

~nd new HTML documents could be viewed in different windows_ 

In the Telegarden page, a new HTML document including a . 
revised image of the garden is sent by the server and displayed 

by the browser in place of the original document. Also, forms 

are very popular in search pages where a new HTML document is 

sent by the sever and displayed by the browser in place of the 

original document to show the results of the search. 

The examiner states that the Mercury Project operated 

using a method substantially as claimed. This rejection is 

respectfully traversed for the following reasons. 

There is no disclosure of the claimed step of utilizing 

a browser to display a first hypermedia document in a first 

window with the hypermedia document including a tag format 

specifying the location of an external object and an external 

executable application. As described above, the Mercury Project 

utilizes cor where a <FORM> tag identifies a program on the 

server but not an external object_ Additionally, the claimed 

step of invoking the executable object to display and process the 

object within the first browser-controlled'window while a portion 

of the first hypermedia document is displayed is not disclosed. 

PH 001 0000783916 
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In the Mercury project a new RTML document is generated at the 

server and displayed by the browser in a new window. 

The claimed combination is fundamentally different from 

the Mercury Project. In the claimed combination, the external 

object and executable object are embedded by reference in the 
\ 

HTML document and the Object is displayed and processed within 

the same window where a portion of the original document is 

displayed. In the Mercury Project information is passed back to 

the server and a new document is generated and displayed. There 

is no display and processing the external object within the 

window in which a portion of the. original document is displayed. 

A major difference between CGr and the claimed 

combination is that in CGI there is no enforced continuity 

between the documents. The CGr responds to form information by 

generating new documents each being a static document independent 

of the previous document which generated the form string passed 

to the Web server. For example, in the Mercury Project separate, 

i~dependent HTML documents are generated for each position of the 

arm. There is no disclosure of the claimed step of in~oking the 

executable application to display and process said object within 

the window while a portion of the first distributed hyPermedia 

document is displayed in the window. 

Thus, unlike CGI, the claimed executable applicat.ion 

does not generate a static HTML document to be displayed in place 

of the first document but displays and processes the object in a 

portion of the window. 

Claims 1-43 are rejected under 35 U,S.C. Sec. 103 as 

being unpatentable over Applicant's disclosed prior art and 

further in view of Hansen IIEnhancing Documents ...,ith Embedded 

Programs: How Ness Extends Insets in the Andrew ToolKit". 

The Hansen reference discloses embedding an executable 

script in a document_ The Ness script is a sequence of attribute 

specifications, i. e. ( declarat"ions of global V'ariables, global 

functions, and extend blocks. An extend block associates a set 
of contained attributes with some named object and has the 

following syntax: 
extend <name> 

PH 001 0000783917 
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where <name> must he a string constant g~v~ng the name of the 

associated object. (Page 25). One attribute is an event 
specification such a mouse click. 

The operation of Ness scripts is illustrated in the 

"Extended Birthday Card,j example at pages 30 and 31. Note that 

the object named is: extend "visible cake". Both the executable 

script and the object to be manipulated are within the document. 

In view of the above, it is believed that the claims 

are not obvious over the disclosed prior art in view of Hansen_ 

There is no disclosure in the references, singiy or in 

combination, of displaying a hypermedia document in a first 

window including a text format specifying the location of an 

external object and identifying an external executable 

application or of invoking the external application to display 

and process the external object within the first ~indow. 

The system of Ness provides for interaction with an 

Object embedded in a document by executing code embedded in the 
document. However. there is no teaching or suggestion of the 

claimed system of utilizing a browser to invoke an external 

application identified by an original document, being displayed 

by a browser within a first window, to display and process an 

external object within the first window. 

In view of the above, claim 1 is deemed to be 

patentable over the cited references. 

Claim 15 recites that the browser application invokes 

an external application which is a mUlti-dimensional 

visualization application. The multi-dimensional visualization 

application is controlled from within the browser window via 

communications sent over the distributed hypermedia environment. 

As described in the application, a 3-0 image, located 

external to the original document, may be displayed within the 

first window and processed by an executable application external 

to the browser. 

Thus. unlike the Mercury project, a multi-dimensional 

object may be displayed and manipulated within the browser window 

---,~--- .-'-.~ __ M-"'-""_' ____ • _______ _ 
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by an application running on a remote computer. Also, Ness is 

distinguished because in the Ness system the application code is 

included in the hypermedia document. Thus, the combination 

claimed in claim lS is a significant advance over systems such as 

disclosed in Hanson or the Mercury Project and is not suggested 

by any of the cited references. 

Claim 24 recites accepting fir~t signals from a user 

input device indicating that the external object, referenced in a 

hypermedia document displayed in a document window on a client 

computer, is to be manipulated- Commands are issued to a first 

addi~ional computer in response to the first signal and the first 

additional computer responds to the commands by executing 

instructions in the application program to generate information 

about manipulating the external object_ The information is 

communicated to the client computer Which displays the 

information in the document window and is used to manipulate the 

object according to the information displayed. 

As described above, in the Mer~ury Project an object in 

a document window can not be manipulated_ The user can indicate 

a desired change to the object, e.g., move the arm, which is 

communicated to the Web server and transferred to the CGI server. 

The CGI server then generates a new document with an image 

showing the arm moved and transfers the new document back to the 

client which displays the new document in place of the original 

document. Thus, the Mercury Project does not provide for 

interaction with an object displayed in browser window. 

Additionally, as discussed in the specification, the requirement 

of sending a new hypermedia document to display each image change 

consumes bandwidth on the network_ 

The Ness disclosure does not teach using an application 

on a first additional computer to manipulate an object external 

to ~he hypermedia document within document window. In Ness both 

the object and application are included within the document 

displayed. While this feature enhances interactivity with 

documents, the application is executed on the computer displaying 

the document. 

-.~--- -~--~--. 

---~-
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In contrast, in the combination of claim 24 the first 

computer could be much more powerful than the cli@nt computer to 

run an application performing, for example, 3-D visualization or 

CAD/CAM programs, and the results could be displayed in the 

document window of client computer in the form of a PC or network 

computer. 

Accordingly, the subject matter of claim 24 is not 

disclosed or suggested by the cited references, singly or in 

combination. 

In claim 24, the hypermedia document displayed in a 

docu!', :ant window on the client. computer references an external 

object which is a three dimensional object to be displayed in a 

plurality of orientations. The external object is displayed in a 

first orientation within the document window. Commands are 

issued to a first additional computer in response to the first 

signal an~ the first additional compute~ responds to the commands 

by execute instructions in the application program to generate 

information about a second orientation of the external object. 

The information is communicated to the client computer which 

redisplays the external object in the second orientation within 

the document window. 

The subject matter of claim 34 differs from the cited 

references for reasons similar to those discussed abo.va with 

reference to claim 24. Again, the claimed system allows for a 

much more pOWerful first additional comput@r to perform 

calculations to reorient an object with the results communicated 

to the client computer to redisplay the object in a new 

orientation. 

The claims added herein are of similar scope to the 

'examined claims but are recited in the form of computer readable 

code, embodied on a computer readable medium, for causing a 

computer to effect the novel steps recited in the method claims 

previously examined. 

In view of the foregoing, Applicants believe all claims 

now pending in this application are in condition for allowance. 

The issuance of a formal Notice of Allo~ance at an ear~y date is 

respectfully requested. 
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If the Examiner believes a telephone conference would 

expedite prosecution of this application; please telephone the 

undersigned at (415) 576-0200. 

Respectfully Submitted; (J 
--~~ y-J~ 

Charles E. KrUeger 
Reg. No. 30;077 

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP 
Two Embarcadero Center, 6th Floor 
San Francisco, california 94111-3834 
(415) 576-0200 
Fax (415) 576-0300 
CBK:db 
s;\a~3a7I\$53\amend.Ol 
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In re a~plication of: 

MICHAE~ r:', DOYLE er.. a.l. 

Filed: lOi~7/94 

For: 5M9EDDmD ~ROGRAM OaJ~CTS 
DiSTRIBUTED_~lPE~MEDIA 
SYSTE:MS 

i 
1 
) 
) 
) 

!N) 
) 
\ 

A6s~sta~~ Commissioner for Paten~s 
Washington, n.C. 2D231 

Sir: 

Attorney ~ocket ~o. O~3071-5~3 

OFFICIAL 

Examiner; D, Oinh 
JAN a G 19971 

Art. Unit; 2)17 

1, M1CHAEL O. DOYL5, hereby Q~clare ch~~: 

:. I &m a co~inventor of the SUbject ma~te~ diaclo$~d 

snd cla1m&d in u.s. ~aten~ ~pplicatiop No. oa/324 / 443. 

2. The subject ~atter claimed in che above p.tertt 

application was reduced to practiee ir. this country pr~or to 

II Oet.ober. 1994, thE;! publioation d4.'te of the cj ted rf!fe=enc:::~ 
er.t:ir:led "Mosaic apd the world-Wide Web" .by Ve-cter. 

ji , 3. '!"h.e reduction to practice cf tbe olaimed inven4;iol1 

,
!I' is evidenced by A'l'TAC!HME:N'l' A, which is a tr.&1'Iscr1ptof t.he al,ld!.o 

port:.1on and. sc.ill.phoc.og't:"aphs of a video tape. pr~sent.ed to a~ 

"aUd.ienCe of sc:1.entists pri¢r to October, 19~'l. 
II 4. As seal;.ed :l.n ATTACH:!I'~NT At starting at t~~ oottO;T, 

·t II 
If 

II . , 
'I 
l! 
II 
fl 
'i 

of pa.ge 2, i.neerface and control 90Et:"'8i~e hOld been oeveloped that 

~l~ows 'C.he embedchng ot a visualizat.ion application within a 

Mosaic: doc~ment. As is apparent from th~ photographs, the object 

is di8play~a and proces!led within 1:he CrOW$flr-cont.rolled w::":1dow . 

The visualization applicat.ion is ext.erna.l to t.he hyp~rmedia 
do~~ment diaglayed ~y the browse~. 
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jeopardize the validity of the application or ~ny patent issuing 
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M.D. Doyle. et. al.. The Virtual Embryo: VR Applications in Human 
Developmental Anatomy, presented at -Medicine Meets Virtual Reality II, 
Interactive Technology and Healthcare: Visionary Applications for Simulation, 
Visualization & Robotics," sponsored by the UCSD School of Medicine and the 
Advanced Projects Research Agency, San Diego, CA, January 27.1994. 

Video Presentation Transcript: 

This is a status report of some of the work that's been accomplished during the 
first years of the Visible Embryo Project. 

One of our first tasks was to develop some volume visualization software that we 
could use for imaging and analysis of the embryo reconstructions that we 
planned to create during the full term of the embryo project. One thing that was 
an absolute requirement was that this software be able to distribute its 
computational load across a network of graphics computers that weren't 
necessarily all in the same place. Basically we wanted to be able to have 
computers that could be all over the country connected by high -speed 
networking, able to contribute to a computation of three-dimensional datasets. 

What you see here is -a package called 'VIS," which was developed in our 
group, for three-dimensional volume visualization. This is a very portable 
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package that has been generated using as generic code as possible, although 
this particular image that you see here is running on a Silicon Graphics Reality 
Engine II, which is optimized for volume visualization. We need to use that kind 
of high-speed optimization to accomplish the real-time interactivity that we need 
to accomplish for this project And as you see, as this rotates, and it starts 
rotating faster and faster, only a very powerful graphics - basically a graphics 
supercomputer - can accomplish this much computation on a three dimensional 
dataset. One of our goals is to allow anybody on the Internet with a very low~ 
level access workstation to accomplish this kind of interactivity through their 
network connection, and the way that we do that is through a client-server 
architecture where we have a very powerful server computer accessed by a very 
low-end client machine. 

We decided early on to use NCSA's Mosaic program and the World Wide Web 
to integrate access to this_system. One problem with Mosaic is, as it exists 
today, . is that the images within Mosaic are typically static or passive-playback 
images. 

What you see here is an enhancement that we've created to the Mosaic 
interface and control software that allows the embedding of a dynamiC real-time 

-------------.-----------
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visualization application within a Mosaic document. You see a head, a volume 
MRI model of a human head, that's being rotated in real-time interactively by the 
viewer. You see a little panel to the right which is. it's a control panel that's 
popped up • it's really external to Mosaic itself but it can talk to the internal 
control programs that drive the Mosaic client - and allow you to interactively 
control the display from within Mosaic. This is actually controlling the volume 
visualization software that you just saw a few minutes ago. 
By moving around the controls in the control panel we can do things like rotate, 
we can control slices through the dataset, and So on. As you can see, there's 
rotation in x, y, and z planes. We can also compute arbitrary oblique sections 
through the data and'iook at the internal anatomy. Here we can see the brain of 
this individual: we can rotate and view that section of the dataset from a variety 
of vantage pOints. There are zooming capabilities that allow us to zoom up on 
the data or zoom back to look at things in more or less detail, and you can see 
here that once zoomed, we're moving our cutting plane down through the 
dataset and looking at more and more inferior levels. 

Normally graphics in Mosaic are static, as I said, but this embedding of graphic 
applications within Mosaic is really going to form the basis of how we Integrate 
information access through the Visible Embryo Project What you are about to 

Ili018/026 
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see is our prototype system of a Visible Embryo Mosaic document that has 
embedded realtime visualizations within it. 

We just loaded the Visible Embryo Mosaic page, the system is about to scroll 
down this page - it is an abstract about the Visible Embryo Project - and then 
we see a window. It looks like a static image just like is normally found within the 
World Wide Web databases that you can access today through Mosaic, but you 
can see that suddenly, by moving controls on the control panel, we can zoom in 
and see that this is a reconstruction of a seven week old human embryo. This is 
a reconstruction from approximately 2900 serial cross sections of an embryo 
sectioned about in tHe 1930s. It's part of the Carnegie Collection of Human 
Embryology. 

We're looking at this in volume visualization mode, we can rotate the embryo 
around, we can see internal structures, neurological structures; just in the lower 
abdomen area, we can see the liver, the arms are very evident - so we are 
actually looking through the dataset. We can also slice through this dataset 
obliquely, and look at the internal anatomy that way as well. We can load a 
volume visualization table that allows us to interactively enter tissue 
characteristic numbers that control the translucency, transparency, or opacity of 
various ranges of voxal intensity. And what we've done now is waive made the 

141 019/026 
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exterior of the embryo a little more opaque so that as we rotate around with an 
oblique cutting plane we can see the difference between the cutting plane and 
the exterior of the embryo a little better. So now we're looking, slicing - we've 
rotated the embryo to an inferior view and we're looking up at the embryo from 
below. And we can see I we've just gone through the heart region, we're going 
through the liver, we're moving inferiorly and we start to get to an area where we 
can see the herniated gut. 

Now the real key to all of this is that these are embedded visualizations. We're 
actually creating documents that are - I guess you'd call them currently 
compound documents where you have the traditional type of information, but 
you've also got, within that document, links to the raw data rather than just 
pictures generated from data. This allows you to tie together representations of 
data with the actual data themselves as well as with notes and different kinds of 
descriptive textual information based on that data. 

Our basic objective here is really to create what we're calling a national meta
center which is going to be a computational resource for the entire nation that 
allows people interested in many different areas, including developmental 
biology. also mUlti-dimensional imaging and high-speed networking, and 
parallel computing. All these people can access this database. And the parallel 
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nature of the computation that's taking place is invisible to the user. They log in 
through a Mosaic window, and that window is giving them very high-performance 
control of interactive visualizations of datasets. By scrolling the window. we can 
see that this is actually embedded within the Mosaic document. 

During a recent demonstration of this technology at the corporate briefing center 
at Silicon Graphics Corporation in Mountain View, California. I discussed some 
of the implications of this technology for researchers of human genetics. 

"We're also looking at using these models as a basis for creating three
dimensional maps of gene expression. which is a way to correlate the findings of 
the Human Genome project within a context that everyone uses. It sort of sets 
up a standard space within which everybody can report their findings, so that 
you can finally have some way of comparing studies that happen in different 
laboratories. 

If you're studying the three-dimensional distribution of gene ef(pression of a 
gene relating to heart development, what you do now is you have a little 
fluorescent marker that glows under an ultraviolet light, and you use confocal 
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microscopy to develop a three-dimensional model of it, and then you say, well, 
it's on here and itls on there and it's on there and you try to describe it in 
anatomical terms but it is a qualitative description, right? 

But here there would be a standard anatomy space that people could use to 
describe their findings so that they could, rather than say, yeah, we saw five 
different studies that said that this was expressed at the bifurcation of the aorta 
with the Common Carotid artery - you don't have to do in terms of verbal 
descriptions, you can do it in terms of a true measurable Cartesian coordinate 
system. 

If you take your current version of Mosaic, the kind that is accessible for free 
through the Internet today, and log onto our horne page of the Visible Embryo 
Project, what you'll see is a series of multi-media documents that basically give 
you information about the status of the Visible Embryo Project and the status of 
our current proposal development efforts. You'll be able to load MPEG movies of 
visualizations of human embryos, as you can see here. 

7 
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One thing you should keep in mind is that this little MPEG movie is just a canned 
movie, it's not interactive. Once you hit Play it just goes and it plays and then it 
goes away, but you can't stop it and interact with it, and rotate that embryo, for 
instance, to different vantage points. 

Also available is an image that shows some of the early work, some screen 
shots representing the volume visualization tool current as of about last summer. 
We've come much farther and in fact a lot of the video that you saw earlier in 
this presentation shows you the current status of this volume visualization 
package. Last summer, that imaging package was separate from Mosaic, as you 
see it's off to the right, and Mosaic could just call it but couldn't actually embed 
visualizations. Now, everything is tied together into a single multi-media 
document. 

You'll also see articles that relate to the Visible Embryo Project. This project has 
been going on ,for several years now, mostly on the coattails of other research 
projects, collaborators funding it wherever they could find the money. But 
already a significant body of literature is starting to be built up around this 
project. 
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Of course, in the very near future, you'll be able to log on through an enhanced 
version of Mosaic. We're working together with the National Center for 
Supercomputing Applications on enhancing the standard release of Mosaic 
to allow these capabilities. And you'll be able to access interactive dynamic 
visualizations that are being served by a network of high-end supercomputers 
across the country. Even if you're only accessing the system with a machine like 
a Macintosh or PC, you'll still be able to access the power of these 
supercomputers from your own location. 

What I've attempted to demonstrate in the last several minutes in this 
presentation is that there's been a considerable amount of work already done in 
this project that we call the Visible Embryo Project. Many collaborators across 
the country have worked together to create a set of enabling technologies to 
allow this project to accomplish its goals. The Visible Embryo Project represents 
an effort to serve the needs of both the biology community as well as the 
information science community, in that we are attempting through current 
applications in information technology to break through barriers that have 
prevented biological researchers from aSking and answering questions about the 
most fundamental mechanisms of human growth and development. We're also 
creating a technology development testbed for the information sciences that will 
allow researchers to push the envelope, so to speak, of information technologies 
to their very limits. 

q 
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SPEAKER CONSENT FOR AUDIONrDEQ RECORDINGS 

We would like to audio/Video tape your presentation at Medicine Meets Virtual Reality II: 

Interactive Technology and Healthcare,January 27-30, 1994. 

Audio and video tapes will be available for immediate distribution to attendees and will be 
marketed and sold after the conference. Your colleagues will be able to benefit from your 
remarks by listening to cassettes and viewing tapes whether or not they were in attendance. 
The tapes will be copyrighted and marketed under Title 17 of the U.S. Code or other law as may 
be enacted, and all rights to royalties, if any, in conjunction with cassette sales shall hereby be 
assigned to Medicine Meets Virtual Reality. This agreement does not preclude the publication 
by you of your paper. speech or comments at any time and in any format. 

Please cooperate with the audio/VisuaJ taping staff to obtain the best possible recordings by 
using the microphone at all times and repeating the questions that are asked by persons not 
near a microphone. 

Sign this form below and return it to us at your earliest convenience. 

Thank You. 

I hereby give permission to Medicine Meets Virtual Reality .to record and distribute audio 
and vidoo tapes containing my presentation as outlined above. 

Signature ~Lh Date 1(-:3 0 9':, 

Please print name ~clr. e7f ')). h ""7 /~ 
Thank you very much for your cooperation. Remember to pick up the complimentary audiotape 
of your presentation before leaving the meeting. 

Please return this completed form to: 
MEDICINE MEETS VIRTUAL REALITY 
P.O. Box 23220, San Diego, CA 92193 
For further information call 6191751-8841, 
or Fax 619{751-8842. 
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO 
OFFICI: OF CONTINUING MEDICA.L EDUCATION 

DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

[4J 026/026 

It is the policy of the UCSD Office of Continuing Medical Education to insure baJana;l, independence, objectivity, and 
sciootific rigor in all its indiyidually sponsored or jOintly sponsored educational programs. All laa.llty partidpating in any 
UCSO sponsored programs ara expected to disdose to the program audience am: real or apparent conllict(s) of interest 
~ may haw a direct bearing on the subject marter of the continuing education program. This pertains to relationships 
with pharmaceutical companies. biomedical device manufacturers, or other corporations whose products or services are 
realated to the subjed matter of the prasenatation topic. The intent of this policy is not to prevent a speaker with a 
potential conflict of interest from making a presentation. It is merely intended that any potential confUct should be 
identified openly $0 that the listeners may form their own Judgments about the presentation with the full disdosure of the 
facts. It remains for the audience to determine whether the speaker's outside interests may reflect a possible bias in either 
the exposition or the condusions presented. 

MEDICINE MEETS VIRTUAL REAUlY \I 
INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGY & HEAL THCARE 

..Ia"IJay 27-3:1, 1004 

PRESENTER'S NAME:_.-:.fo1-,-,-" c....:. . ..::.-~~e-'-( _D_" D_"~i_/....:::e=--__ ~_ 
(please print or type) 

I have no actual or potential conflict of interest in r lati 

1/- ']0 ~93 
(date) 

I have a financial int€lrasUarrangement or affiliation with one or more organizations tha.t could be percaiveed as a real or 
apparent conflict at interest in the context of thE;} subject of this presentation. 

A!11liation/Einancial Interest Name of Qrganization(s} 

GranVResearch Support 

Consultant 

Speakers' Bureau 

Major stock Shareholder 

Other Financial or Material Support 

Signature. (date) 

Your cooperation in complying with ~e guidelines is appradated. 

Please retU/TI this form as soon as possjble to: Medicine MeelS Virtual Reality II, P-O- 80)( 23220. San Diego. CA 92193 
Fax: 619-751-8842: Phone: 619-751--8841 
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I hereby certify that this correspondence IS being 
sent by facsim;le transmission to: D. Dinh 
Fa~ Nc.: 1-703-108-S359 
Assistant CQmIDlssioner fer Pat~nta. 
Washington. D.C. 20251, 
on 

j-f- 91 
TOWNSEND and TOUNS~ND and CRE~ L~P 

TIC 141 002/026 

PATENT 

Attorney Docket No. 023071-553 

OFFICIAL 
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re application of: ) 
) 

MICHAEL D. DOYLE et ala ) 
) 

Application No.: 08/324,443 ) 
) 

led: 10/17/94 ) 
) 

For: EMBEDDED PROGRAM OBJECTS IN) 
DISTRIBUTED HYPERMEDIA ) 
SYSTEMS ) 

----------------------~~-----) 
Assistant Commissioner for Patents 
Washington I D.C. 2023l 

Sir; 

Examiner: D. DinhJAN 0 0 1997, 
Art Unit: 2317 

RESPONSE AFTER FINAL 

The following is responsive to the Office Actio,n mailed 

December 13, 199G: 

RBMARKS 

Claims 1-15 and 17-56 are now pending in the 

application. Reexamination and reconsideration are requested. 

Claims 1 and 44 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103 as , 

being unpatentable over Vetter "Mosaic and the World-Wide Web" 

and further in view of Hansen IIAndrew as a Multiparadigm 

Environment for Visual Languages. 11 

In claim 11 the distributed hypermedia document 

includes an embed text format that specifies the location of an 

object external to the distributed hypermedia document and that 

specifies type information utili,zed by the browser to identify 

and locate an executable application external to the distributed 

hypermedia document. The browser invokes the executable 

application to display and process the object within the browser 

window. 
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The Vetter reference states that "Users can extend 

M09aic's functionality by creating custom servers and letting 
other applications control its display remotely. II 

The Hansen reference discloses a multiparadigm language 

environment for visual languages that supports not only graphical 

interaction but also file storage, printing, compilation l and 

execution. It is suggested that each sublanguage element be 

displayed in the same window. 

The examiner states that Vetter discloses that Mosaic's 

functionality can be extended by having custom servers and 

letting other applications control its display remotely. Hence, 

it would have been obvious to extend Mosaic'S functionality to 

enable external applicat~on to display and process the object 

within the browser-controlled window because it would have 

improved the system by reducing clustering of the display and 

aiding the reader comprehension of the hypermedia document. This 

rejection is respectfully traversed for the following reasons. 

A Rule 131 Declaration is submitted showing that 

applicant's invention was reduced to practice prior to the 

pUblication of Vetter. Accordingly, the feature of controlling 

Mosaic's display remotely is not disclosed in the prior art. 

Further, the feature described in Vetter was not 

present in Mosaic Prior to the reduction to practice of the 

invention. The feature of remotely controlling Mosaic's display, 

the common-client interface (eel), was incorporated into Mosaic 

based on the work done by the applicants as evidenced by 

Attachment I, a proposal to the NCSA, the developers of Mosaic, 

to modify Mosaic to allow real-time visualization tools to be 

embedded in Mosaic. (Michael D. Doyle, Ph.D.: Digital Libraries 

Proposal, 01/07/94, page 2 of 6 definition of lRV Server) . 

Accordingly, claims 1 and 44 are deemed allowable over 

the prior art. 

Claims 2-5, 10-14, 24-27, 45-28, and 55 are rejected 

over Vetter in view ot Hansen, and further in view of Filepp et 

al. 

with regard to claim 2, the invention of claim 1 is 

further limited so that the executable application is a 
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controllable application and includes the step of controlling the 

controllable application from said client workstation via 

communications sent over the distributed hypermedia network. 

The disclosure of Vetter and Hansen is described above. 

Filepp discloses the Prodigy system where a plurality 

of PCs are connected to a host server over the telephone lines 

and run software to receive and transmit data between the host 

and the PCs. 

The examiner states that Vetter disclosed that Mosaic 

and the WWW currently lack direct support for 

application-specific data and support for controlling the 

presentation of nontext data and suggested letting other 

applications control Mosaic display remotely. This rejection is 

respectfully traversed for the following reasons. 

As described above, the present invention was reduced 

to practice prior to the pUblication of Vetter and prior to the 

incorporation of the CCl in Mosaic. Accordingly, claim 2 is 

allowable because it depends on claim 1 which is allowable. 

The disclosure of Filepp et al. is unrelated to Mosaic 

or the WWW and merely discloses a host/terminal network 

communication system. 

The rejection of claims 3 5, 10-14, 24-27, 45-48, and 

55 all rely on the teaching of Vetter and the feature of Mosaic 

of letting other applications control its display remotely. 

Because the present invention was reduced to practice prior to 

the publication of Vetter and the incorporation of the CCl in 

Mosaic, these claims are allowable over the prior art. 

In view of the foregoing, Applicants believe all claims 

now pending in this application are in condition for allowance. 

The issuance of a formal Notice of Allowance at an early date is 

respectfully requested. 
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If the Examiner believes a telephone conference would 

expedite prosecution of this application, please telephone the 

undersigned at (415) 576-0200. 

Cha B E. Kru~(~ 
Reg. No. 30,077 ( r 

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP 
Two Embarcadero Center, 8th Floor 
San Francisco, California 94111-3834 
(415) 576-0200 
Fax (415) 576-0300 
CEK:db 
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NSF/ARPAINASA Digital Libraries RFP Response 

Title: A Knowledge Managment En\'ironmenllhrollgh the World Wade Web 

Principal Investigato.-: Michael D. Doyle, Ph.D., UCSF Library and Center for Knowledge Man41gmem 

Spec::ific Aims: 

I) To develop a prototype knowledge management environment for the biomedical sciences which 
integrates access to online representations of the scientific literature, bibliographic databases, high
performance visualization technologies, large-scale scientific databases, and tools for authoring new
generation scientific:: pUblicatioDs. 

l.a) To explore and evaluate rhe applicability of these tools in the a.rellS of radiology and developmental 
& molecular biology. 

2) To provide a means for relating digital forms of spatial, functional, and conceptual information as a 
basis for linking the biomedical scientific literature, through the Red Sage eleCtronic journals project. to 
data re.soUfCcS pfovided through the Visible Human Project, The Human Brain Project, The Visible 
Embryo Project, The Human Genome Projec[, The Protein Database, and other large-scale biomolecular 
and biostructural databases. 

2.R) To exploit these linking strategies in the creation of II. set of jntegrated~semi-automati(; front ends to 
varied scientific databases accessible through the Internet. 

2~b) To incorporate mese linking methodologies into interactive authoring and editorial tools, allowing 
the creation of online pUblications that can embed visualiz;ations and simulation.s which draw data from 
these Internet-accessible scientific databases. 

3) To develop tools which provide access to interactive visualization and analysis of massive biomedical 
dat8selsi tlu"ough the Internet's World Wide Web distributed hypennedia network. 

3.a) To rdine and e:r;[elld our cx;isting algorithms enabling di$tributed visualization and analysis 
software "engines" which can be efficiently acCessed by remote users through the Internet. 

3.b) To refine and extend· our existing algorithms to allow the display and real-time interactive control 
of [hrce-and four~dimcnsional data visualization and analysis tools within hypermedia dOCl.lmcnlS 
viewed using NCSA's Mosaic graphical browser to the World Wide Web. 

3.c) To develop algoriilims which usc novel comprcssion technologies for the optimized iml:rl:lclivc 

remote control of computationally-intensive graphical applications through the Internet. 

3.d) To integrate:: a,b & c into a system which allows real-time remote aCCeSS to disb"ibutf:d parallel 
computational applications fol;' visualization and analysis resources within a distributed hypermedia 
environment. 

4) To e~plorc eXtensions of the paradigm of scientific publishing which are made possible through use of 
current multimedia technologies i~ a networked environment. including: 

4.a) publishing multidimensional datasels integrated with anicles, eg: MRI and molecular data, 
perferred views, animations, interactive visualizations, interactive ma.thematical models, and 

4.b) development of scientific: authoring tools for publications which exist only in the networked 
environment 

!g] 006/026 
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4.b.l) This will include integration of HTML+ WYSIWYG authgrial and editorial tools. 
multidimensional data visualization applications, molecular modelling and database managemen( (ools 
into an interactive scientific;: publishing environment. 

System Diagram: 

Definitions: IITML+: 

IRY Servec: 

Vis: 
Midas: 
SYM: 

ITP: 

URL: 

URC: 

Bypel"telCr Mark-up Language _. This is tbe language !hat 
World Wide Web databaseS are encoded In, and that 
Mosaic interprets. 

UCSF CKM's Interactive R.emote Visualization Server •• 
This allows Interactive real-time vIsualization tools to be 
embedded into Mosaic documents. 

UCSF CKM's distributed femote volume 'Visualization tool 
OCSF CGL's molecular visualization pac.kage 
Sequt;ncl! Visualixation Module •• An as·yet unamed tool 

[or graphical display oC ,enetic: seq\lence dlilta. 
InIormal Texl Phrase ~ A user·entered search term, or a Word or phrS$" 

or text that the user highlights Crorn within a document. 
Universal Resource Name ··A perslsten~ lo~tioq-

IndepeDdent identifier for an objecl 
(Jniversal'Ruoun;:e Location •• The address or an obJec[. I[ 

contains enough information to identify a cOln.\'lumicalions 
protocol ::Ind retrieve the object. 

Universal Resource Characteristics _. ""ny c: 
one (II" mOl"e (JaNs Or URLs wi e 
author, Cormat, compression met ad). 

~ 007/026 
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Description: 

The: system ""ill draw from of a number of fundamental databases including bibliographic data (Medline) in 
the form of MARC records. journal publication data (Red Sage) in the form of SGML header and 
Postscript file.,., encyclbpedic reference teXt data (CMDT) stored in an Object-oriented SGML datab41se, 
volumetric anatomical data (Visible Human Project) stored as NCSA HDF darasetS, protein structure data 
(Protein Data aank) stored as PDB files, and genetic sequence data (Genbank) stored as compressed ASCII 
srrings (7. I'm guessing about Genbank). 

These databases will reside behind a Z39.5D interface layer which yeilds, to the requesting client, the 
re~pective: dataset in its native form. This data then goes through a Translation layer where the dat41 is either 
lranslated directly into HTML+ (Medline. Red Sage:, CMDT) (lr loaded into a native-data visualization tool 
(Visible Human. PDB, Genbank). The HTML+ code is then passed to a set oflfIML+ servers. which can 
be browsed by the Mosaic client. The visualization data is handled differendy. The graphical IJO of the 
relevant visualization tool is P<lSsed to an interactive remote visualization (IRV) server, \Whic:h handles both 
mapping of the display output from the visualization [001 onto embc:dded live-visualization windows within 
The: MDsaic-browsable HTML+ documents, as well as capture of user-e:mered mouse and keyboard events 
within rhe visualization windows and transmission of those mouse and keyboard events back to the rdevant 
visualization tools. The user, browsing the system with the project's enhanced version (If the Mosaic client, 
is presented with dl1ta and visualizations derived from the~c various databases, yct embedded into coherent, 
mUltimedia Mosaic documents. 

For multimedia documents that have been I:ll!;plicitly pre-composed, th~ linking of these various data 
resources can take the form of univerSal resource names (URNs) that are encoded. as tags into the H1ML+ 
documents. This is passed to the system's semantic domain name server, for resolution of the information 
object's location and retrieval means. The URNs are used as indices in order to look up the relevant 
universal reSOI.lrt:e characteristics CURCs) in a URC database, which yeilds the universal resource location 
CURL), or physical adreSS, of the informarion object in question. 

Semi-automatic: means will be provided for a user to search for arbitrary information objec15 on the system 
by either keying in a search word or phrase, or by highlighting a not-already-hyperlinkcd section of text that 
(s)he happens [0 be viewing within dle Mosaic client at the time. This informal text phrase (I11') is then 
passed (0 the semantic domain name sel"fcr, which passes it on to a universal resource thesaurus (which will 
incorporate elements of the NLM's UMLS system). The thesaurus compares the IT? [0 itS database of 
lerms and phrases and returns a rank-ordered list of URNs that are likely to match the object in qucstion. 
These URNs are then passed to the URC database fOf resolution of {JRLs that point [0 information object~ 
on [he: Internet that are most likely to match the ITP that the uscr employed to initiate the search. The user 
is pre:;;en[ed with a rank ordered sct of [e,lttual descriptions or likely matchc.$ which are hyperlinked, via 
their URLs. to the data in question. Clicking upon a selection from this list loads the related data into the 
relelran[ visualization Server (IRV) or liTML+ server, and a second Mosaic window pops up [0 allow 
viewing or interaction with that dataset. 

A set of authoring and editing tools will be designed to allow the interactive WYSIWYG creation of 
HTML+ documents, as well as allowing the embedding of visualizations, etc., which can be created using 
th~ interactive remote visualization tools, and which can Use dala from [he various scientific databases 
mentioned above. Alternatively, the author can USc hislher own datasctS, which Would be uploaded 10 ~n 
Inte:rnet-acc~ible World Wide Web server. The journal editor can use the same set of tools to edit 
submitted articles and to communicate changes [Q thl:l text with the author. This, of course, would occur in a 
pri vate, access-conrrolled, area of [he system. so Ihat confidentiality of the material to be published can be 
contrOlled. 

Olher private, access-conu-olled HTML+ servers will be used 10 administer the peer rcvie'¥ process. A 
modificntion of NCSA's Mosaic-based group annotation Server will be devc::lQped to allow the jounnl editor 
[0 exercise precise control and documentation of each revie'¥er's comments and suggestions. 
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Contributions: 

UCSFCKM: 

• Developmeru of Z39.50.eompliant experimental (subset) darabascs for storage of Visible 
Human data, PDB data, and Genbank sequence data. 

• Cooperation with AT&T in the development of an objec[~Qricnted SGML-bascd dalabasc for 
the Handbook of Current Medical Diagnosis and Treatment (CMDT) 

• Development of an c%perimental Z39.S0 interface [0 Mt'l4'Ilinc: data ( will be unnecessary if UC's 
DLA can provide such an interface to Melvyl Medline eady enough into the proje(;[ timeline) 

• Development of lranslator servers to translate Medline MARC records. CMDT SGML data and 
Red Sage SGMUPosl$crip[ data into H'fML+ 

• Development of a set of BTML+ documents that act as browsers to Medllne, CMDT, and Red 
Sage 

• Refinement and funber development of Vis to allow better distribution of computation and 
better integration with Mosaic. 

• Cooperanon wirh CGL to adapt Midas for integration within Mosaic, and to identify and adapt 
iii suitable program for graphit:al display of genetic sequence data. 

• Refinement and further development of the interactive remote visualization server, and its 
incorporation (with NCSA's help) within the Mosaic environment. 

.. Development, in cooperation with NCSA, of an enhanced Version of the Mosaic client to allow 
easier integration of external programs within Mosaic-readable doeumenLS. 

.. Development, ill cooperation with Springer-Verlag and NCSA. of an interacti ve WYsrwYG 
editor for creation ofHTML+ documents. and for c:;mbedding visualizations crc:atc:d using 
CKM's IRV tools. as well as development of a rnodified version of NCSA's group annotation 
sc:nrer to support the peer review process . 

• Devl!llopment. in coopc:ration with AT&T, of an object-oriented SGML-based URC database 

• Development. in cQl:lperation with UCSFs CGL, UCSFs Radiology Dept., Washington Univ., 
and AT&T. of a Semantic domain name Server and a URN Thesarus. based upon AT&T's 
object-oriented SGML database technology . 

.. Development. in cooperation with UCSFs COL. UCSFs Radiology Dept., Washington 
Univ .• and Springer-Verlag of iii set of sample content· for USc in evaluating the effectiveness of 
the system. as well as for demonstration of the relimlts of the project. 

VCSFCOL: 

• Cooperation with CKM to adapt Midas for integration within Mosaic, and to identify and adapt 
a ,suitabl(l program for graphical display of genetic sc:quence data . 

• Contributing to the refinement and further development of the interactive remote visualization 
server. and its incorporation (with NCSA's help) within the Mosaic environment. 
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• Development. in cooperation with VCSFs CKM. UCSFs Radiology Dept., Washington Univ .• 
and AT&T, of a Semantic domain name server and a URN Thesarus, based upon AT &Ts 
object-oriented SGML database teChnology. 

• Development. in cooperation with UCSFs CKM. UCSF's Radiology Depl., Washington 
Univ .• and Springer-Verlag of a set of sample content for use in evaluating the effectiveness of 
the system, lIS well as for demonstration of the re$ults of the projeC:L 

Washington University: 

• Development. in cooperation with UCSFs CKM. UCSF's CGL. and AT&T, of a Semantic 
domain name server and a URN Thesarus. based upon AT &Ts object-oriented SOMI. database 

. u~.chnology. 

• Development. in cooperation with UCSF's CKM, and UCSF's COL., and Springer Verlag of a 
set of sample content for usc in evaluating the effeCtiveness of the system, as well as for 
demqnstration of the results of the projeCt. 

AT&T Bell Laboratories: 

• Development of Z39.50 interface to the RightPages server .. 

• Cooperation with CKM in the development of an object-oriented SGML-based database for 
the Randbook of Current Medical Diagnosis and Treatment (CM~T) 

• Development, in cooperation with CKM. of an object-oriented SOML-bll$ed URe database 

• Development. in cooperation with UCSF's COL, UCSFs Radiology Dept., Washington Univ .. 
and CKM. of a Semantic domain name server and a URN Thesarus. based upon AT&T's 
object-orientc:d SGML database technology. 

Springer-Verlag: 

NCSA: 

. . 
• Development, in cooperation with UCSF's CKM and NCSA, of an interactive WYS'[WYG 

editor for creation ofHTML+ documents, and for embedding visualiz:ations created using 
CKM's lRV lools, as well as development of a modified version of NCSA's group annotation 
server to support the peer review process. 

• Development, in cooperation with UCSFs CKM, and UCSFs CGL., and Washington Unlv. of a 
set of sample content for use in evaluating the effectiveness of the system. as well as for 
demonstration of the results of the project. 

• Cooperation with CKM in developing an enhanced version of Mosaic to a.llow easier integration 
of a client modeule for CKM's inleractivc; remote visualization selVer . 

• Cooperation with CKM and Springer-Verlag in the modification of NCSA's group annotation 
s~rver to facilitate the peer-review process. 
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Personnel: 

UCSF: 
Library & CKM: Richard Lucier. David Marlin, ZOe Stavri. Ph.D .. Cheong Ang. Marc 
Salomon 

Radiology: Tom Budinger. Ph.D. 
Molecular & devclopmenlAl Biology: Tom Ferrin. Ph.D .. Charles Ordahl, PhD. 

Washingmn University (molecular biology): Toni Kazic. PhD 
Bell Laboratories: Ed Szurkowskl. Guy Srory' 
Springer Verlag: Bob Badger, PhD 
NCSA: Joseph gardin, PhD, & Mosaic development group 
SFSU: Compu[er Science Dept. MS students 

Timetable: 4 years 

8udget; 1.2 $M/year 

Figure 1: A sterao-palr illustration of hltaraC:llv6 roal-llma 3-dlmanslOllal human embryonic lIolr.ll11e 
reconstructions embedded within an NCSA Mosaic: documont. This toc:hnolagy was dovolopad by Ihe Canlsr rO( 

Knowladg$ Management lit thl!! University ot camornla. San Francisco, and was demonstrated there In 
November. 1993. 
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JOSEPH HARDIN 
National Center for Supercomputing Applications CNCSA) 

Unive1"sity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Champaign, IL 61820 

217/244-'s095 
email: hardin@ncsa.uiuc.edu 

Major work experience 

University of Dlinois, 
Associate Director, Software Development Group, NCSA, 1992-p:resent 

University of Illinois, 
Manager, Software Development Group, NCSA, 1988-1992 
Coordinator, Academic Affiliates Program, NCSA, 1987 -1988 

. Visiting :Research Associate, NCSA, 198'-1987 

Univel'5ity of Georgia at Athens, 
Visiting Instructor, Department of Speech COIWnunication, 1985-1986 

University of nlinois, 
Teaching Assistant, Department of Speech Conununic:ation, 1979-1985 
Teaching Assistant, Department of English-Rhetori~ 1978 
Resea:tch A$sistant, Oeparttrient of Sociology, 197'-1978 

Other work 
Consultant ~Business cornpu.ter communications, database management, and office 
organizatio~ 1982-1985 
Consulting Editor/Contributor-The Champaign.Urbana Weekly news magaz~ne, 1981-1982 

Editor-The ChaIl'lpaign-Urbana Weekly news magazine, 1979·1980 

Recent Grants and Awards 

Exploratory Research and Initial Development of Software for the Analysis of Multiple 
Hybridization Images, 199Q-.1992 

fBM Second Generation RISL Workstation Graphics Capabilities: Jointly Defmed Effort,. 
1990-1992 

NCSA Hierarchical Data File Software Capitalization: National Distribution iilnd 
Suppo~ 1991-1993 _ 

Research Education for Undergraduate SttlClents Supplement, 1990-1993 . 
Supercomputers for Biologisl:s: Macromolecu.lat Sequence Analysis Ihrough Distributed 

Computing,. 1991-1993 
Visualization in the MS DOS Environment: NCSAfJackson State Collaborative Project, 1990-

1993 
x3d Program Developmen~ 1~n-1993 

Education 
Study toward Ph.D., Speech Coaununicatic;m, University of nIinois 
Study Abroad, University of Cologne, Cologne, West Germany, 1978 
'B.A., History .. University of Illinois, 1972 

~ 012/026 
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Selected Recent Conference Papers/Parlicipation 

Sigchi, Sf;!ssion Paper, "Scientific Visualization in a Collaborative Environment," Amsterdam, 
Holland, April, 1993 (in submission) 

Sigchi, Session Paper, "Collaborative Hypermedia for Computational Science/' Amsterdam, 
Holland, April, J993 (in submission) 

Oceano~aphic Institute, Old Dominion University, Invited Seminar, "Recent Developments in 
Collaboration Technologies," Norfol.k, Va., Feb. 1993 

Scientific Computing &: Automation Conference, Invited Speaker, "Cross platform Digital 
Conferencing Software Development," Washington, DC. 1992 

New York University, Academic Computing Facility, "Scientific Visualization in Collaborative 
Technologies," New York City, NY, 1992 

International Institute of Ecological Economics Conference, Invited Workshop Participant, Beijer 
tnstitute, Stockholm, Sweden, 1992 

I4I 013/026 

American Educational Research Association Conference, nCollaborative Tools for Scientific 
Communication and Understanding." San Francisco, CA., 1992 

Mac SciTech National Conference'92, "Interpersonal Computing for Computational Scientists: The 
NCSA Collage Series," San Francisco, CA, 1992 
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Atty Docket No. 02307I-553 

PTO FAX NO.: 1-703-308 5359 

ATTENTION: Examiner D. Dinh 
Group Art Unit 23~7 OFfiCIAL 
OFFiCiAL COMMUNICATION 

,JAN 0 B 1997j 
FOR THE PERSONAL ATTENTION OF 

EXAMINER D. DINH 

CERTIFlCA~ION OF FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 

I hereby certify that the following Response After Final and 

Declaration of Michael D. Doyle Under Rule 131, in re Application 

of Doyle et al., Serial No. 08/324,443, filed October 17, ~994, for 

EMBEDDED PROGRAM OBJECTS IN DISTRIBUTED HYPERMEDIA SYSTEMS is being 

facsimile transmitted to the Patent and Trademark Office on the 

date shown below. 

Number of pages being transmitted, including this page: ~~ 

Dated~ January 8, 1997 \/l.4,:'''.#,.(~- M~ 

PLEASE CONFIRM RECEIPT OF THIS PAPER BY 
RETURN FACSIMILE AT (415) 576-0300 

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP 
Two Embarcadero Center, 8th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94111 3834 
Telephone; (415) 576-0200 
Fax: (415) 576-0300 
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Group Art Unit 2317 

OFFICIAL 

FOR THE PERSONAL ATTENTION OF 

EXAMINER D. DINH 

CERTIFICATION OF FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 

I hereby certify that the following Response After Final and 

Declaration of Michael D. Doyle Under Rule 131, in re Application 

of Doyle et al., Serial No. 08/324,443, filed October 17, 1994, for 

EMBEDDED PROGRAM OBJECTS IN DISTRIBUTED HYPERMEDIA SYSTEMS is being 

facsimile transmitted to the Patent and Trademark Office on the 

date shown below. 

Number of pages being transmitted, including this page: ~~ 

Dated: January 8, 1997 

PLEASE CONFIRM RECEIPT OF THIS PAPER BY 
RETURN FACSIMILE 4T (415) 576-0300 

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP 
Two Embarcadero Center, 8th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94111-3834 
Telephone: (415) 576-0200 
Fax: (415) 576-0300 
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I hereby certify that this correspondence is being 
sent by facsimile transmission to: D. Dinh 
Fax No.: 1·703-308-5359 
Assistant Commissioner for Patents, 
Washington, D.C. 20231, PATENT 

\llllli~ & 00 Ta.NSE:'~~~:.?'OO CREW LLP 
01/ 1S /91 

Attorney Docket No. 023071-553 

HECE~VED 

JAN 2 1 'I~Yll 

nl':?(\l !Q ~:'.·.]O' (~ .. ,.,.,'1 ,r, . .,I'W1JIr €.r,'f,Jt ,v 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re application of: ) 
) 

MICHAEL D. DOYLE et al. ) Examiner: D. Dinh 
) 

Application No.: 08/324,443 ) Art Unit: 2317 
) 

Filed: 10/17/94 ) RESPONSE AFTER FINAL 
) 

For: EMBEDDED PROGRAM OBJECTS IN) 
DISTRIBUTED HYPERMEDIA ) 
SYSTEMS ) 

-------------------------------) 
Assistant Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

The following is responsive to the Office Action mailed 

December 13, 1996: 

REMARKS 

Claims 1-15 and 17-56 are now pending in the 

application. Reexamination ~nd reconsideration are requested. 

Claims 1 and 44 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103 as 

being unpatentable over Vetter "Mosaic and the World-Wide Web" 

and further in view of Hansen "Andrew as a Multiparadigm 

Environment for Visual Languages." 

In claim 1, the distributed hypermedia document 

includes an embed text format that specifies the location of an 

object external to the distributed hypermedia document and that 

specifies type information utilized by the browser to identify 

and locate an executable application external to the distributed 

hypermedia document. The browser invokes the executable 

application to display and process the object within the browser 

window. 

PH 001 0000783971 
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The Vetter reference states that "Users can ext~nd 

Mosaic's functionality by creating custom servers and letting 

other applications control its display remotely." 

The Hansen reference discloses a multiparadigm language 

environment for visual languages that supports not only graphical 

interaction but also file storage, printing, compilation, and 

execution. It is suggested that each sublanguage element be 

displayed in the same window. 

The examiner states that Vetter discloses that Mosaic's 

functionality can be extended by having custom servers and 

letting other applications control its display remotely. Hence, 

it would have been obvious to extend Mosaic's functionality to 

enable external application to display and process the object 

within the browser-controlled window because it would have 

improved the system by reducing clustering of the display and 

aiding the reader comprehension of the hypermedia document. This 

rejection is respectfully traversed for· the following reasons. 

A Rule 131 Declaration is submitted showing that 

applicant's invention was reduced to practice prior to the 

publication of Vetter. Accordingly, the feature of controlling 

Mosaic's display remotely is not disclosed in the prior art. 

Further, the feature described in Vetter was not 

present in Mosaic prior to the reduction to practice of the 

invention. The feature of remotely controlling Mosaic's display, 

the common-client interface (CCI), was incorporated into Mosaic 

based on the work done by the applicants as evidenced by 

Attachment I, a proposal to the NCSA, the developers of Mosaic, 

to modify Mosaic to allow real-time visualization tools to be 

embedded in Mosaic. (Michael D. Doyle, Ph.D.: Digital Libraries 

Proposal, 01/07/94, page 2 of 6 definition of IRV Server) . 

Accordingly, claims 1 and 44 are deemed allowable over 

the prior art. 

Claims 2-5, 10-14, 24-27, 45-28, and 55 are rejected 

over Vetter in view of Hansen, and further in view of Filepp et 

al. 

with regard to claim 2, the invention of claim 1 is 

further limited so that the executable application is a 

PH 001 0000783972 
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controllable application and includes the step of controlling the 

controllable application from said client workstation via 

communications sent over the distributed hypermedia network. 

The disclosure of Vetter and Hansen is described above. 

Filepp discloses the Prodigy system where a plurality 

of PCs are connected to a host server over the telephone lines 

and run software to receive and transmit data between the host 

and the PCs. 

The examiner states that Vetter disclosed that Mosaic 

and the WWW currently lack direct support for 

application-specific data and support for controlling the 

presentation of nontext data and suggested letting other 

applications control Mosaic display remotely. This rejection is 

respectfully traversed for the following reasons. 

As described above, the present invention was reduced 

to practice prior to the publication of Vetter and prior to the 

incorporation of the eel in Mosaic. Accordingly, claim 2 is 

allowable because it depends on claim 1 which is allowable. 

The disclosure of Filepp et al. is unrelated to Mosaic 

or the WWW and merely discloses a host/terminal network 

communication system. 

The ,rejection of claims 3-5, 10-14, 24-27, 45-48, and 

55 all rely on the teaching of Vetter and the feature of Mosaic 

of letting other applications control its display remotely. 

Because the present invention was reduced to practice prior to 

the pUblication of Vetter and the incorporation of the eCI in 

Mosaic, these claims are allowable over the prior art. 

In view of the foregoing, Applicants believe all claims 

now pending in this application are in condition for allowance. 

The issuance of a formal Notice of Allowance at an early date is 

respectfully requested. 
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If the Examiner believes a telephone conference would 

expedite prosecution of this application, please telephone the 

undersigned at (415) 576-0200. 

tfu11y submitted, 

Cha s E. Kr~(~ 
Reg. No. 30,077 ( r 

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP 
Two Embarcadero Center, 8th Floor 
San Francisco, California 94111-3834 
(415) 576-0200 
Fax (415) 576-0300 
CEK:db 

s:\02307I\SS3\amend.02 
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NSF/ARPAINASA Digital Libraries RFP Response 

Title: A Knowledge Managment Environment through the World Wide Web 

Principal Investigator: Michael D. Doyle. Ph.D .• UCSF Library and Center for Knowledge Managment 

Specific Aims: 

I) To develop a prototype knowledge management environment for the biomedical sciences which 
integrates access to online representations of the scientific literature. bibliographic databases. high
performance visualization technologies. large-scale scientific databases. and tools for authoring new
generation scientific publications. 

I,a) To explore and evaluate the applicability of these tools in the areas of radiology and developmental 
& molecular biology. 

2) To provide a means for relating digital forms of spatial. functional. and conceptual information as a 
basis for linking the biomedical scientific literature. through the Red Sage electronic journals project. to 
data resources provided through the Visible Human Project. The Human Brain Project. The Visible 
Embryo Project. The Human Genome Project. The Protein Database. and other large-scale biomolecular 
and biostructural databases. 

2.a) To exploit these linking strategies in the creation of a set of integrated semi-automatic front ends to 
varied scientific databases accessible through the Internet. 

2.b) To incorporate these linking methodologies into interactive authoring and editorial tools. allowing 
the creation of online publications that can embed visualizations and simulations which draw data from 
these Internet-accessible scientific databases. 

3) To develop tools which provide access to interactive visualization and analysis of massive biomedical 
datasets through the Internet's World Wide Web distributed hypermedia network. 

3.a) To refine and extend our existing algorithms enabling distributed visualization and analysis 
software "engines" which can be efficiently accessed by remote users through the Internet. 

3,b) To refine and extend our existing algorithms to allow the display and real-time interactive control 
of three-and four-dimensional data visualization and analysis tools within hypermedia documents 
viewed using NCSA's Mosaic graphical browser to the World Wide Web. 

3,c) To develop algorithms which use novel compression technologies for the optimized interactive 
remote control of computationally-intensive graphical applications through the Internet. 

3,d) To integrate a.b & c into a system which allows real-time remote access to distributed parallel 
computational applications for visualization and analysis resources within a distributed hypermedia 
environment 

4) To explore extensions of the paradigm of scientific publishing which are made possible through use of 
current multimedia technologies in a networked environment. including: 

4.a) publishing multidimensional datasets integrated with articles. eg: MRI and molecular data. 
perferred views. animations. interactive visualizations. interactive mathematical models. and 

4.b) development of scientific authoring tools for publications which exist only in the networked 
environment. 
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4.b.1) This will include integration of HTML+ WYSIWYG authorial and editorial tools, 
multidimensional data visualization applications, molecular modelling and database management tools 
into an interactive scientific publishing environment. 

System Diagram: 

Definitions: HTML+: 

IRV Server: 

Vis: 
Midas: 
SVM: 

ITP: 

URN: 

URL: 

URC: 

Hypertext Mark-up Language _. This is the language that 
World Wide Web databases are encoded in, and that 
Mosaic interprets. 

UCSF CKM's Interactive Remote Visualization Server --
This allows Interactive real-time visualization tools to be 
embedded into Mosaic documents. 

UCSF CKM's distributed remote volume visualization tool 
UCSF CGL's molecular visualization package 
Sequence Visualization Module -- An as-yet unamed tool 

for graphical display of genetic sequence data. 
Informal Text Phrase - A user-entered search term, or a word or phrase 

of text that the userhighUghts Crom within a document. 
Universal Resource Name - A perSistent, location

independent identifier for an object. 
Universal Resource Location -- The address of an object. It 

contains enough information to identify a communications 
protocol and retrieve the object. 

Universal Resource Characteristics .. Any c 
one or more URNs or URLs wit 
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Description: 

The system will draw from of a number of fundamental databases including bibliographic data (Medline) in 
the form of MARC records. journal publication data (Red Sage) in the form of SGML header and 
Postscript files. encyclopedic reference text data (CMOT) stored in an object-oriented SGML database. 
volumetric anatomical data (Visible Human Project) stored as NCSA HDF datasets. protein structure data 
(Protein Data Bank) stored as POB files. and genetic sequence data (Genbank) stored as compressed ASCII 
strings (? I'm guessing about Genbank). 

These databases will resid~ behind a Z39.50 interface layer which yeilds. to the requesting client. the 
respective dataset in its native form. This data then goes through a translation layer where the data is either 
translated directly into HTML+ (Medline, Red Sage, CMOT) or loaded into a native-data visualization tool 
(Visible HUman. POB. Genbank). The HTML+ code is then passed to a set of HTML+ servers, which can 
be browsed by the Mosaic client. The visualization data is handled differently. The graphical JiO of the 
relevant visualization tool is passed to an interactive remote visualization (IRV) server, which handles both 
mapping of the display output from the visualization tool onto embedded live-visualization windows within 
the Mosaic-browsable HTML+ documents, as well as capture of user-entered mouse and keyboard events 
within the visualization windows and transmission of those mouse and keyboard events back to the relevant 
visualization tools. The user. browsing the system with the project's enhanced version of the Mosaic client. 
is presented with data and visualizations derived from these various databases. yet embedded into coherent. 
multimedia Mosaic documents. 

For multimedia documents that have been explicitly pre-composed, th~ linking of these various data 
resources can take the form of universal resource names (URNs) that are encoded as tags into the HTML+ 
documents. This is passed to the system's semantic domain name server, for resolution of the information 
object's location and retrieval means. The URNs are used as indices in order to look up the relevant 
universal resource characteristics (URCs) in a URC database, which yeilds the universal resource location 
(URL), or physical adress, of the information object in question. 

Semi-automatic means will be provided for a user to search for arbitrary information objects on the system 
by either keying in a search word or phrase. or by highlighting a not-already-hyperlinked section of text that 
(s)he happens to be viewing within the Mosaic client at the time. This informal text phrase (ITP) is then 
passed to the semantic domain name server. which passes it on to a universal resource thesaurus (which will 
incorporate elements of the NLM's UMLS system). The thesaurus compares the ITP to its database of 
terms and phrases and returns a rank-ordered list of URNs that are likely to match the object in question. 
These URNs are then passed to the URC database for resolution of URLs that point to information objects 
on the Internet that are most likely to match the ITP that the user employed to initiate the search. The user 
is presented with a rank ordered set of textual descriptions of likely matches which are hyperlinked, via 
their URLs, to the data in question. Clicking upon a selection from this list loads the related data into the 
relevant visualization server (IRV) or HTML+ server, and a second Mosaic window pops up to allow 
viewing or interaction with that dataset. 

A set of authoring and editing tools will be designed to allow the interactive WYSIWYG creation of 
HTML+ documents, as well as allowing the embedding of visualizations, etc .• which can be created using 
the interactive remote visualization tools, and which can use data from the various scientific databases 
mentioned above. Alternatively, the author can use hislher own datasets, which would be uploaded to an 
Internet-accesible World Wide Web server. The journal editor can use the same set of tools to edit 
submitted articles and to communicate changes to the text with the author. This, of course, would occur in a 
pri vate, access-controlled, area of the system, so that confidentiality of the material to be published can be 
controlled. 

Other private, access-controlled HTML+ servers will be used to administer the peer review process. A 
modification of NCSA's Mosaic-based group annotation server will be developed to allow the jounal editor 
to exercise precise control and documentation of each reviewer'S comments and suggestions. 
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Contributions: 

UCSFCKM: 

• Development of Z39.50-compliant experimental (subset) databases for storage of Visible 
Human data, PDB data, and Genbank sequence data. 

• Cooperation with AT&T in the development of an object-oriented SGML-based database for 
the Handbook of Current Medical Diagnosis and Treatment (CMDT) 

• Development of an experimental Z39.S0 interface to Medline data ( will be unnecessary if UC's 
DLA can provide such an interface to Melvyl Medline early enough into the project timeline) 

• Development of translator servers to translate Medline MARC records, CMDT SGML data and 
Red Sage SGMUPostscript data into HTML+ 

• Development of a set of HTML+ documents that act as browsers to Medline, CMDT, and Red 
Sage 

• Refinement and further development of Vis to allow better distribution of computation and 
better integration with Mosaic. 

• Cooperation with CGL to adapt Midas for integration within Mosaic, and to identify and adapt 
a suitable program for graphical display of genetic sequence data. 

• Refinement and further development of the interactive remote visualization server, and its 
incorporation (with NCSA's help) within the Mosaic environment. 

• Development, in coopenition with NCSA, of an enhanced version of the Mosaic client to allow 
easier integration of external programs within Mosaic-readable documents. 

• Development, in cooperation with Springer-Verlag and NCSA, of an interactive WYSIWYG 
editor for creation of HTML+ documents, and for embedding visualizations created using 
CKM's IR V tools, as well as development of a modified version of NCSA's group annotation 
server to support the peer review process. 

• Development, in cooperation with AT&T, of an object-oriented SGML-based URC database 

• Development, in cooperation with UCSFs CGL, UCSFs Radiology Dept., Washington Univ., 
and AT&T. of a Semantic domain name server and a URN Thesarus. based upon AT &Ts 
object-oriented SGML database technology. 

• Development, in cooperation with UCSFs CGL, UCSFs Radiology Dept., Washington 
Univ .• and. Springer-Verlag of a set of sample content for use in evaluating the effectiveness of 
the system, as well as for demonstration of the results of the project. 

UCSFCGL: 

• Cooperation with CKM to adapt Midas for integration within Mosaic, and to identify and adapt 
a suitable program for graphical display of genetic sequence data. 

• Contributing to the refinement and further development of the interactive remote visualization 
server. and its incorporation (with NCSA's help) within the Mosaic environment. 
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• Development. in cooperation with UCSFs CKM. UCSFs Radiology Dept., Washington Univ., 
and AT&T, of a Semantic domain name server and a URN Thesarus. based upon AT&T's 
object-oriented SOML database technology. 

• Development. in cooperation with UCSFs CKM. UCSFs Radiology Dept .. Washington 
Univ .• and Springer-Verlag of a set of sample content for use in evaluating the effectiveness of 
the system, as well as for demonstration of the results of the project. 

Washington University: 

• Development. in cooperation with UCSFs CKM, UCSFs COL. and AT&T. of a Semantic 
domain name server and a URN Thesarus. based upon AT&T's object-oriented SOML database 
technology. 

• Development. in cooperation with UCSFs CKM. and UCSFs COL.. and Springer Verlag of a 
set of sample content for use in evaluating the effectiveness of the system. as well as for 
demonstration of the results of the project. 

AT&T Bell Laboratories: 

• Development of Z39.S0 interface to the RightPages server .. 

• Cooperation with CKM in the development of an object-oriented ~GML.based database for 
the Handbook of Current Medical Diagnosis and Treatment (CMDT) 

• Development, in cooperation with CKM, of an object-oriented SGML-based URC database 

• Development, in cooperation with UCSFs COL, UCSFs Radiology Dept .• Washington Univ .• 
and CKM. of a Semantic domain name server and a URN Thesarus, based upon AT&T's 
object-oriented SOML database technology. 

Springer-Verlag: 

NCSA: 

• Development, in cooperation with UCSFs CKM and NCSA, of an interactive WYSIWYG 
editor for creation of HTML+ documents. and for embedding visualizations created using 
CKM's IR V tools. as well as development of a modified version of NCSA's group annotation 
server to support the peer review process. 

• Development. in cooperation with UCSFs CKM, and UCSFs COL., and Washington Univ. of a 
set of sample content for use in evaluating the effectiveness of the system, as well as for 
demonstration of the results of the project. 

• Cooperation with CKM in developing an enhanced version of Mosaic to allow easier integration 
of a client modeule for CKM's interactive remote visualization server. 

• Cooperation with CKM and Springer-Verlag in the modification of NCSA's group annotation 
server to facilitate the peer.review process. 
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Personnel: 

Co-Investigators: 

UCSF: 
Library & CKM: Richard Lucier. David Martin. Zoe Stavri. Ph.D., Cheong Ang, Marc 
Salomon 

Radiology: Tom Budinger. Ph.D. 
Molecular & developmental Biology: Tom Ferrin. Ph.D .• Charles Ordahl. PhD. 

Washington University (molecular biology): Toni Kazic. PhD 
Bell Laboratories: Ed Szurkowski. Guy Story 
Springer Verlag: Bob Badger. PhD 
NCSA: Joseph Hardin, PhD, & Mosaic development group 
SFSU: Computer Science Dept. MS students 

Timetable: 4 years 

Budget: 1.2 $M/year 

Figure 1: A stereo-pair illustration of Interactive real-time 3-dlmenslonal human embryonic volume 
reconstructions embedded within an NCSA Mosaic document. This technology was developed by the Center tor 
Knowledge Management at the University of California, San Francisco, and was demonstrated there In 
November, 1993. 
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JOSEPH HARDIN 
National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Champaign, It 61820 

217/244-6095 
email: hardin@ncsa.uiuc.edu 

Major work experience 

University of Illinois, 
Associate Director, Software Development Group, NCSA, 1992-present 

University of Illinois, 
Manager, Software Development Group, NCSA, 1988-1992 
Coordinator, Academic Affiliates Program, NCSA, 1987 -1988 
Visiting Research Associate, NCSA, 1986-1987 

University of Georgia at Athens, 
Visiting Instructor, Department of Speech Communication, 1985-1986 

University of lllinois, 
Teaching Assistant, Department of Speech Communication, 1979-1985 
Teaching Assistant, Department of English-Rhetoric, 1978 
Research Assistant, Departm"ent of Sociology, 1977-1978 

Other work 
Consultant -Business computer communications, database management, and office 
organization, 1982-1985 
Consulting Editor/Contributor-The Champaign-Urbana Weekly news magaZine, 1981-1982 
Editor-The Champaign-Urbana Weekly news magazine, 1979-1980 

Recent Grants and Awards 
Exploratory Research and Initial Development of Software for the Analysis of Multiple 

Hybridization Images, 1990-1992 
IBM Second Generation RISL Workstation Graphics Capabilities: Jointly Defined Effort, 

1990-1992 
NCSA Hierarchical Data File Software Capitalization: National Distribution and 

Support, 1991-1993 
Research Education for Undergraduate Students Supplement, 1990-1993 
Supercomputers for Biologists: Macromolecular Sequence Analysis through Distributed 

Computing, 1991-1993 
Visualization in the MS DOS Environment: NCSAI]ackson State Collaborative Project, 1990-

1993 
x3d Program Development:, 1~92-1993 

Education 

Study toward Ph.D., Speech Communication, University of Illinois 
Study Abroad, University of Cologne, Cologne, West Germany, 1978 
B.A., History, University of Illinois, 1972 
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Selected Recent Conference Papers/Participation 
Sigchi, Session Paper, "Scientific Visualization in a Collaborative Environment," Amsterdam, 

Holland, April, 1993 (in submission) 
Sigchi, Session Paper, "Collaborative Hypermedia for Computational Science," Amsterdam, 

Holland, April, 1993 (in submission) 
Oceanographic Institute, Old Dominion University, Invited Seminar, "Recent Developments in 

Collaboration Technologies," Norfolk, Va., Feb. 1993 
Scientific Computing & Automation Conference, Invited Speaker, "Cross platform Digital 

Conferencing Software Development," Washington, DC, 1992 
New York University, Academic Computing Facility, "Scientific Visualization in Collaborative 

Technologies," New York City, NY, 1992 
International Institute of Ecological Economics Conference, Invited Workshop Participant, Beijer 

Institute, Stockholm, Sweden, 1992 
American Educational Research Association Conference, "Collaborative Tools for Scientific 

Communication and Und.erstanding," San Francisco, CA, 1992 
Mac SciTech National Conference'92, "Interpersonal Computing for Computational Scientists: The 

NCSA Collage Series," San Francisco, CA, 1992 
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In THE ONITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFP'ICB 

In re application of: 

MICHAEL t" t>OYLE et. al. 

Ap?licat~on No.: G8/324,44~ 
I 

Filed: lOi~7/94 

For: EMBEOOEO PROGRAM OBJECTS 
DISTRIBUTED HYPERMEDIA 
SYS"I'Et4S 

i 
) 
) 
) 
) 

IN} 
) , 
, 

Ass~sta~t Commissioner for Paten~s 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

Examiner; D, Dinh 

Art Unit: 2317 

P,ECIJM.,ATION OF MICHAEL D, 
DQYLE UNOEg RUL~ 131 

I, M!CHAEL O. DOYLE, hereby declare tha~: 
:. I am a co·inventor of the subject matte~ disclos~d 

and claimed in u.s. Pate~t Application No. 08/324,443. 
2. The subject ~atter claimed in che above p4tent 

application was reduced to practice ir. this country prior to 
October, 1994, the publication d.te of the cjted rete~ence 
entitled "Mosaic and the world-Wide web" by Vetter. 

3. Th.e reduction to practice of the claimed invent.ion 

is evidenced by ATTACHMENT A, which is a transcript of the aud~o 
por~ion and still photographs of a video tape presented to ~r: 

audience of scientists prior to Ootober, 1991. 
4. As $tated in ATTAC!iMENT At starting at the botto:t'. 

of page 2, interface and con.trol software h<.ld been develop~d that 
allows t.h.e embedd.ing of III visualization application within a 

Mosaic document. As is apparent from the photographs, the object 
is displayed and processed within the browsp.r-controlled w:':'ldow. 
The visualization application is external to the hypermedia 

4o~~ment displayed by the browser. 
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package that has been generated using as generic code as possible, although 
this particular image that you see here is running on a Silicon Graphics Reality 
Engine II. which is optimized for volume visualization. We need to use that kind 
of high-speed optimization to accomplish the real-time interactivity that we need 
to accomplish for this project. And as you see, as this rotates, and it starts 
rotating faster and faster. only a very powerful graphics - basically a graphics 
supercomputer - can accomplish this much computation on a three dimensional 
dataset. One of our goals is to allow anybody on the Internet with a very low
level access workstation to accomplish this kind of interactivity through their 
network connection. and the way that we do that is through a client-server 
architecture where we have a very powerful server computer accessed by a very 
low-end client machine. 

We decided early on to use NCSA's Mosaic program and the World Wide Web 
to integrate access to this system. One problem with Mosaic is, as it exists 
today. is that the images within Mosaic are typically static or passive-playback 
images. 

What you see here is an enhancement that welve created to the Mosaic 
interface and control software that allows the embedding of a dynamic real-time 
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visualization application within a Mosaic document. You see a head, a volume 
MRI model of a human head, that's being rotated in real-time interactively by the 
viewer. You see a little panel to the right which is, it's a control panel that's 
popped up - it's really external to Mosaic itself but it can talk to the internal 
control programs that drive the Mosaic client - and allow you to interactively 
control the display from within Mosaic. This is actually controlling the volume 
visualization software that you just saw a few minutes ago. 
By moving around the controls in the control panel we can do things like rotate, 
we can control slices through the dataset, and so on. As you can see, there's 
rotation in x, y, and z planes. We can also compute arbitrary oblique sections 
through the data and look at the internal anatomy. Here we can see the brain of 
this individual; we can rotate and view that section of the dataset from a variety 
of vantage points. There are zooming capabilities that allow us to zoom up on 
the data or zoom back to look at things in more or less detail, and you can see 
here that once zoomed, we're moving our cutting plane down through the 
dataset and looking at more and more inferior levels. 

Normally graphics in Mosaic are static, as f said, but this embedding of graphic 
applications within Mosaic is really going to form the basis of how we integrate 
information access through the Visible Embryo Project. What you are about to 
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see is our prototype system of a Visible Embryo Mosaic document that has 
embedded realtime visualizations within it. 

We just loaded the Visible Embryo Mosaic page, the system is about to scroll 
down this page - it is an abstract about the Visible Embryo Project - and then' 
we see a window. It looks like a static image just like is normally found within the 
World Wide Web databases that you can-access today through Mosaic, but you 
can see that suddenly, by moving controls on the control panel, we can zoom in 
and see that this is a reconstruction of a seven week old human embryo. This is 
a reconstruction from approximately 2900 serial cross sections of an embryo 
sectioned ab,out in the 1930s. It's part of the Carnegie Collection of Human 
Embryology. - i 

We're looking at this in volume visualization mode, we can rotate the embryo 
around, we can see internal structures, neurological structures; just in the lower 
abdomen area, we can see the liver, the arms are very evident - so we are 
actually looking through the dataset. We can also slice through this dataset 
obliquely, and look at the internal anatomy that way as well. We can load a 
volume visualization table that allows us to interactively enter tissue 
characteristic numbers that control the translucency, transparency, or opacity of 
various ranges of voxal intensity. And what we've done now is we've made the 
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exterior of the embryo a little more opaque so that as we rotate around with an 
oblique cutting plane we can see the difference between the cutting plane and 
the exterior of the embryo a little better. So now we're looking, slicing - we've 
rotated the embryo to an inferior view and we're looking up at the embryo from 
below. And we can see, we've just gone through the heart region, we're going 
through the liver, we're moving inferiorly and we start to get to an area where we 
can see the herniated gut. 

Now the real key to all of this is that these are embedded visualizations. We're 
actually creating documents that are - I guess you'd call them currently 
compound documents where you have the traditional type of information, but 
you've also got, within that document, links to the raw data rather than just 
pictures generated from data. This allows you to tie together representations ot 
data with the actual data themselves as well as with notes and different kinds of 
descriptive textual information based on that data. 

Our basic objective here is really to create what we're calling a national meta
center which is going to be a computational resoUrce for the entire nation that 
allows people interested in many different areas, including developmental 
biology, also multi-dimensional imaging and high-speed networking, and 
parallel computing. All these people can access this database. And the parallel 
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nature of the computation that's taking place is invisible to the user. They log in 
through a Mosaic window, and that window is giving them very high-performance 
control of interactive visualizations of datasets. By scrolling the window, we can 
see that this is actually embedded within the Mosaic document. 

During a recent> demonstration of this technology at the corporate briefing center 
at Silicon Graphics Corporation in Mountain View, California, I discussed some 
of the implications of this technology for researchers of human genetics. 

"We're also looking at using these models as a basis for creating three
dimensional maps of gene expression, which is a way to correlate the findings of 
the Human Genome project within a context that everyone uses. It sort of sets 
up a standard space within which everybody can report their findings, so that 
you can finally have some w~y of comparing studies that happen in different 
laboratories. 

If you're studying the three-dimensional distribution of gene expression of a 
gene relating to,heart development, what you do now is you have a little 
fluorescent marker that glows under an ultraviolet light, and you use confocal 
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microscopy to develop a three-dimensional model of it, and then you say, well, 
it's on here and it's on there and it's on there and you try to describe it in 
anatomical terms but it is a qualitative description, right? 

But here there would be a standard anatomy space that people could use to 
describe their findings so that they could, rather than say, yeah, we saw five 
different studies that said that this was expressed at the bifurcation of the aorta 
with the Common Carotid artery - you don't have to do in terms of verbal 
descriptions, you can do it in terms of a true measurable Cartesian coordinate 
system. 

If you take your current version of Mosaic, the kind that is accessible for free 
through the Internet today, and log onto our home page of the Visible Embryo 
Project, what you'll see is a series of multi-media documents that basically give 
you information about the status of the Visible Embryo Project and the status of 
our current proposal development efforts. You'll be able to load MPEG movies of 
visualizations of human embryos, as you can see here. 
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One thing you should keep in mind is that this little MPEG movie is just a canned 
movie, it's not interactive. Once you hit Play it just goes and it plays and then it 
goes away, but you can't stop it and interact with it, and rotate that embryo, for 
instance, to different vantage points. 

Also available is an image that shows some of the early work, some screen 
shots representing the volume visualization tool current as of about last summer. 
We've come much farther and in fact a lot of the video that you saw earlier in 
this presentation shows you the current status of this volume visualization 
package. Last summer, that imaging package was separate from Mosaic, as you 
see it's off to the right, and Mosaic could just call it but couldn't actually embed 
visualizations. Now, everything is tied together into a single multi-media 
document. 

You'll also see articles that relate to the Visible Embryo Project. This project has 
been going on for several years now, mostly on the coattails of other research 
projects, collaborators. funding it wherever they could find the money. But 
already a significant body of literature is starting to be built up around this 
project. 
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Of course, in the very near future, you'll be able to log on through an enhanced 
version of Mosaic. We're working together with the National Center for 
Supercomputing Applications on enhan~ing the standard release of Mosaic 
to allow these capabilities. And you'll be able to access interactive dynamic 
visualizations that are being served by a network of high-end supercomputers 
across the country. Even if you're only accessing the system with a machine like 
a Macintosh or PC, you'll still be able to access the power of these 
supercomputers from your own location. 

What I've attempted to demonstrate in the last several minutes in this 
presentation is that there's been a considerable amount of work already done in 
this project that we call the Visible Embryo Project. Many collaborators across 
the country have worked together to create a set of enabling technologies to 
allow this project to accomplish its goals. The Visible Embryo Project represents 
an effort to serve the needs of both the biology community as well as the 
information science community, in that we are attempting through current 
applications in information technology to break through barriers that have 
prevented biological researchers from asking and answering questions about the 
most fundamental mechanisms of human growth and development. We're also 
creating a technology development testbed for the information sciences that will 
allow researchers to push the envelope, so to speak, of information technologies 
to their very limits. 
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SPEAKER CONSENT FOR AUDIONIDEO RECORDINGS 

We would like to audiolvideo tape your presentation at Medicine Meets Virtual Reality II: 
Interactive Technology and Healthcare,January 27-30, 1994. 

Audio and video tapes will be available for immediate distribution to attendees and will be 
marketed and sold after the conference. Your colleagues will be able to benefit from your 
remarks by listening to cassettes and viewing tapes whether or not they were in attendance. 
The tapes will be copyrighted and marketed under Title 17 of the U.S. Code or other law as may 
be enacted, and all rights to royalties, if any, in conjunction with cassette sales shall hereby be 
assigned to Medicine Meets Virtual Reality. This agreement does not preclude the publication 
by you of your paper, speech or comments at any time and in any format. 

Please cooperate with the audiolvisual taping staff to obtain the best possible recordings by 
using the microphone at all times and repeating the questions that are asked by persons not 
near a microphone. 

Sign this form below and return it to us at your earliest convenience. 

Thank You. 

I hereby give permission to Medicine Meets Virtual Reality to record and distribute audio 
and video tapes containing my presentation as outlined above. 

Signature ~7Jk. 
Please print name ,/1rc/r4 e'JL )). h 0(11:. 

Oate_I_I_-_3_o_- 9' -:3 

Thank you very much for your cooperation. Remember to pick up the complimentary audiotape 
of your presentation before leaving the meeting. 

Please return this completed form to: 
MEDICINE MEETS VIRTUAL REALITY 
P.O. Box 23220, San Diego, CA 92193 
For further information call 6191751-8841, 
or Fax 6191751-8842. 
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO 
OFFICE OF CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION 

DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

It is the policy of the UCSD Office of Continuing Medical Education to insure balance, independence, objectivity, and 
scientific rigor in all its individually sponsored or jointly sponsored educational programs. All faculty partidpating in any 
UCSD sponsored programs are expected to disdose to the program audience any real or apparent conflict(s) of interest 
that may have a direct bearing on the subject maner of the continuing education program. This pertains to relationships 
with pharmaceutical companies, biomedical device manufacturers, or other corporations whose products or services are 
raalated to the subject matter of the presenatation topic. The intent of this policy is not to prevent a speaker with a 
potential conflict of interest from making a presentation. It is merely intended that any potential conffict should be 
identified openly so that the listeners may foon their own judgments about the presentation with the full disclosure of the 
facts. It remains for the audience to detennine whether the speaker's outside interests may reflect a possible bias in either 
the exposition or the conclusions presented. 

MEDICINE MEETS VIRTUAL REAUTY II 
INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGY & HEAL THCARE 

Jcrucry 'Zl{1J, 1994 

PRESENTER'S NAME:,_.....;..fV1----'-"1 C",-" ~--"e=-.:(-:-:-b_. _b~o-J.i-/....;;:e"'-:-------
(please print or type) 

I have no actual or potential conflict of interest in r ati 

J/- JO -93 
(date) 

I have a finandal interesUarrangement or affiliation with one or more organizations that could be perceiveed as a real or 
apparent conflict of interest in the context of the subject of this presentation. 

Affiliation/Anancial Interest tJame of Organjzation(s) 

GrantiResearch Support 
\ 

Consultant 

Speakers' Bureau 

Major Stock Shareholder 

Other Rnandal or Material Support 

Signature (date) 

Your cooperation in complying with these guidelines is appreciated. 

Please retum this form as soon as possible to: Medicine Meets Virtual Reality II, P.O. Box 23220, San Diego, CA 92193 
Fax: 619-751-8842; Phone: 619-751-8841 
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Atty Docket No. 02307I-553 

PTO FAX NO.: 1-703-308-5359 

ATTENTION: Examiner D. Dinh 
Group Art Unit 2317 

OFPICIAL COMMUNICAT~ON 

FOR THE PERSONAL ATTENTION OF 

EXAMINER D. DINE 

CER~IFlCATION OF FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 

I hereby certify that the following Response After Final and 

Declaration of Michael D.Doyle Under. Rule 131, in re Application 

of Doyle et al., Serial No. 08/324,443, filed October 171 1994, for 
EMBEDDBD PROGRAM OBJECTS IN D1 STRIBUTED HYPERMEDIA SYSTEMS is being 

facsimile transmitted to the Patent and Trademark Office on the 
date shown below. 
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